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News 

Monday nights 
General Meeting 
dies the death 

The Genera l Meeting 
on Monday night was 
disastrous. David Steel 
didn 't turn up, nothing 
was decided, Mike 
Conway was heckled and 
most of you weren 't there. 
'Student was though -
read on. 

This ··new look'" GM was rather 
like our new look SAC executive. 
Smaller than before, a bit dis
organised and, but for Mike 
Conway, a fairly tedious, motley 
gathering. There was no quorate 
present which meant that no 
decision could be ratified even if 
there had been an issue to decide 
upon or against . 

The whole thing got under way 
18 minutes late. It is difficult to 
figure out what the delay was for. 
Maybe we were waiting for 
Bowie's 'Modern Love' to finish. 
Ah, that's another integral 
innovative facet of the "new look" 
GM - trendy disco music. I can't 
remember whether or not it 
stopped during the meeting. I'm 
almost sure there was a drone 
coming from somewhere on the 
platform. 

Ken began by outlining the 
format and purpose of the General 
Meetings for the benefit of "new 
members of the Association". If 
this means freshers, he shouldn't 
have bothered. There weren't any 
there. In fact . I'm sure all 260 
people present were at the last one 
and the one before and the one 
before and will probably never go 
again. 

we then passed-over the 
constitutiona l amendments 
because there weren't enough folk 
present to pass them or not or 
whatever. So we moved on to 
"written question time". Everyone 
was issued with little slips of paper 
upon which one was supposed to 
scrawl a question and hand it to 
the executive one of whom would 
answer it . Pretty daring, eh? 

It turned out to be an excuse for 
slagging Mike Conway. Everyone 

in the hall enjoyed this including, I 
would imagine, Conway himself 
who seems to revel in the (mud?) 
attention . Of the 19 questions 
asked, 8 were direct digs at the 
Hon. Sec. and 8 were followed by 
much heckling and bantering. He 
was slagged about Midweek, 
publicity for GM's, publicity for 
societies. not turning up for work 
and generally doing his job bad ly. 
He answered al l his crit ics with his 
wanted articu lacy and charm. 

As people began to drift out. the 
Chile motion was mentioned. 
Someone proposed it, no one 
opposed it, Ken said it should be 
there and everyone applauded. 
However it wasn't voted upon, so 
at this GM. Chile had a devastating 
effect on the world similar to that 
gained by letting a fart slip on 
Arthur 's Seat on a windy day. 

we then went back to more 
questions. These ranged from 
asking about secret ballots to 
arguing about whether or not 
James Husband should be 
Environment Convener given the 
fact that he had applied late. 
People shouted for a while and 
then Ken said "that is a question 
you should put to James himself." 
Ah, the joys of seeing democracy 
at work! 

Eventually when the questions 
became no more than incoherent 
ramblings from the back of the hall 
and most people had left. Ken 
called it a night. He mentioned the 
free disco in Potterrow for 
everyone who had attended. I only 
hope the union wasn't counting on 
a big turnover on Monday night' 

I aksed Ken and Mike about how 
they felt their first GM as executive 
members had gone. Ken said " I 
was disappointed with the turnout. 
I am disappointed that David Steel 

,didn't turn up. However, the 
number of questions that people 
asked shows that they are 
interested. These questions have 
changed the atmosphere." Mike 
said "It's amazing that I'm the only 
interesting sabbatical member." 

It was disappointing. It is 
amazing. 

Michael Devlin 

Shoji and Conway face the press after griP),~~i,y Donald Pollock 

New conveners 
make themselves 
known in victory 

II was difficult to miss the frenzy 
of voters fast Thursday miffing 
over the number of nominations of 
the EUSA bye-elections. At feast 
one would hope that the same 
serious thought went into that 
decision-making process for the 
general impression put across by 
our candidates was one of serious 
thinking and commitment. 

Here, then , is a run down of 
those elected into the various 
vacant positions last Thursday . 

First on the conveyor belt is a 
'delighted ' CALLUM CALDER 
who won a seat on the Association 
Finance Committee. Callum, who 
is at present studying politics and 
economics, came across as a 
competent candidate for the job. 
Having already managed a budget 
of £1700 as a Freshers Week 
Director he appeared to be equally 
interested in halding a much larger 
amount of lolly - the EUSA 
budget. His election promise of 
improving student services and 
ambitious spending on repres
entation obviously pulled in the 
punters . 

Stuart Bannerman succeeded 
too in putting across the same kind 
of energy and enthusiasm when he 
won the position of External 

Affairs Convener. Stuart is active 
both in the Labour club and the 
CND. He obviously convinced the 
voters that he would ·concern 
himself with the issues considered 
to be important' . 

It was the experienced face of 
Mark Smith (formerly Science 
Faculty Convener) that attracted 
the voters into electing Mark as 
National Affairs Convener giving 
him the kind of authority really 
needed to pull this perspective of 
the SAC together . 

For two of the candidates the 
struggle for a posit ion was 
somewhat facilitated by the fact 
that they both stood unopposed. 

JAMES HUSBAND. the new 
Environment Convener, is also no 
newcomer to the SAC and his past 
experience will be, indeed, a 
valuable contribution . Andrew 
lyall, a science postgrad from the 
Imperial College also stood 
unopposed and is now warming an 
SAC seat as Postgraduate 
Convener. 

Here's hoping we will be hearing 
more of them and their ideas 
during the next year. 
meanwhile ... a big pat on the back 
for all those elected' 

Alison Whipps 

The Sherbrooke Case 
is finally resolved 

NEWS IN BRIEF 

Library cuts 

threatened 

at King·s Buildings 
The shadow of the Infamous 

Sherbrooke Case has finally 
passed from over the Students' 
Association after three years and a 
protracted series of court battles. 
But the outcome remains far from 
clearcut , as lain Cameron 
discovered. 

For studen ts new to th e 
University the words "Sherbrooke 
Case" doubtless mean nothing, 
but behind them lies an 
acrimonious dispute which over 
the last three years has cost the 
Association around £5,000 and 
constantly blurred its parameters 
of operation. The case stems back 
to January 1980, when the SAC 
decided to fund a trip to London 
for various represenlatives to 
lobby MPs against the Corrie Bill, 
which at the time threatened to 
restrict the availability of abortions 
considerably. Alexander Sher
brooke, then a member of the SAC 
but a supporter of the Corrie Bill, 
subsequently obtained an interim 
interdict from a Sheriff's hearing 

declaring that the lobbying of MPs 
on such a matter at the expense of 
the Association was ultra vires, ie 
the SAC had no constitutional 
right to spend money on suth 
lobbying. 

Since that decision was taken 
the Students' Association have 
taken the matter to the Court of 
Sessi'on this summer. where the 
presiding judges opined that the 
whole matter was now somewhat 
dead: Mr Sherbrooke was n·o 
longer at Edinburgh University, 
and the Corrie Bill had long ago 
been defeated. As a result the 
Students' Association made an our 
of cou rt settlement with Mr 
Sherbrooke whereby he withdrew 
the interim interdicf and the 
Associa t ion paid his legal 
costs. This decision. was taken 
because although the Assoc,at,on 
was optimistic that they could 
ultimately win the case and 
lherefore achieve a precedent for 
broad parameters, victory was by 
no means certain and the legal 

fees involved would have become 
unacceptably high. 

Unfortunatel y the result of the 
Sherbrooke Case makes the limits 
of the Association 's powers no 
slearer, and is hardly surprising 
that Stirling University recently 
encountered a similar problem 
when they wished to fund 
transport to the CND rally in 
London . Even though the 
Government recently took steps to 
curtai l the political activi ties of 
student unions in England and 
Wales. Scottish unions have 
different charitable status and 
remain unsure of their powers. 
uu1oe11nes were recently issued 
by the Lord Chief Justice of 
Scotland in an attempt to bring 
Scotland into line with England, 
but unti l these instructions have a 
real basis in law the situation will 
be no nearer clarification and 
unions will remain at risk of 
prosecution for the most innocent 
activities. 

AN ATTEMPT BY the University to 
curtail the opening hours at the 
Kings Buildings Library was 
narrowly and temporaril y averted 
last week . Senior Presiden t Ken 
Shoji arrived at a meeting of the 
Library Committee last Wed
nesday to find th at the University 
expected to put the plan into 
action by the end of the week. 
Uni versity representatives 
apparently believed that they had 
general student approval after 
consulting with KB Union 
Committee members , who raised 
no objections . KB Union 
representatives, however, have no 
authority to act on matters 
concerning libraries. For the time 
being the plan has been 
postponed for four weeks. In the 
interim period students who would 
be affected by such cuts wou:d be 
well advised to make their feelings 
known to Sc ien c e Fac u lty 
representatives on the SAC. 

I Association 
I 

budget well 
on target 
for '83-'84 

Despite the Association going 
over budget last year, Honorary 
Treasurer There sa Bray is 
confident that the trend can be 
reversed in the coming year, as 
some of last year's expenditure is 

unlikely to recur this yea~ 
" Because of changes which 

have already taken place some 
expenses should be reduced this 
year (presumably a reference to 
the reorg anisation within Pub!: 
Board) . Included within the 
budget is a build-up of cash to 
allow us to pay for the renovation 
of Chambers Street , so we had to 
tighten up on some other activities 
to set aside £20,000 for next 
summer. There are likely to be a 
few problems - entertainment is 
always a difficult area to assess. 
particularly as grants are still 
falling in real terms and people 
may not be able to afford to come 
to the unions to see big bands. 
Also, so far the Playgroup hasn't 
lived up to expectations. as we 
expected 75% of places to be 
taken , and though this hasn't 
materialised we had to find out if 
there was a market. There's been 
wide-scale advertising for the 
service, but at the moment it 
doesn·t look as if we'l l be able to 
stay w ith in the budget for the 
Playgroup. But we have to give it a 
year to settle down. because we 
can 't be sure how successful it will 
be." 

In sp i te o f t he financial 
stringencies imposed by the 
current recession , the Associa
tion's finances therefore seem to 
be in an encouraging state, and it 
is obvious from the constitutional 
amendments put to Monday's 
General Meeting that this year's 
Executive is keen to enhance the 
possibilities of the Association 
continuing to provide a wide range 
of services of high quality. 
Moreover, it is important that they 
should pursue such a line. for the 
present economic climate 
certainly allows little margin for 
error. 

lain Cameron 

Counsellors 
wanted 
THE SEXUAL HARRASSMENT 
Counselling Group (not exclusive· 
ly a Womens group) are seeking 
new volunteers who would be 
willing to give up one hour a week 
(presumably counselling!). There 
will be a meeting of all interested 
on Friday at 1 pm in the 
Association Offices. If you can't 
make that, leave a message in the 
offices for Carol Stobie. 

Bizarre? 
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY 
FRIENDS of the Earth are hosting 
a Green Bazaar in the McEwan 
Hall on December 3rd. Any society 
wishing to partake of this 
ooportunity to sell pre-Christmas 
goodies whil st disseminating 
information should get further 
informat ion from Top Flat, 5 
Buccleuch Place. or phone 668 
1607. 

Titillating 

LATE NIGHT DRINKERS in Tev1ot 
were pleasantly surprised lasl 
Sunday when a more than merry 
female student decided to reveal 
all . Union officials were 
supposedly too bemused to take 
any action . 



Millions Saved By 
University Cutbacks 

Last year the University 
managed to save £2, 
196,000. Where has the 
money come from and 
where will it go now? 
Michael Devlin investi
gates the cost of being 
cost effective. 

Edinburgh University is faced 
with the most harsh financial 
reality in its 400 years: save money 
or else! It seems that not only did 
the Universi ty tighfen its belt by 
staying well within th e limits 
imposed on it , bu t it did so with 
gusto, leaving us with a surplus of 
over £2 million . 

As Professor MacCormick from 
the Law Facu lty put it: "The 
University has done a much better 
job than we imagined possible -
to make these savings without any 
redundancies" He also said that 
where the targets have been over
shot, the money has gone back 
into the Faculty concerned . 

Without doubt, the University 
has scored a tremendou s success 
in making this substantial saving , 
but this has not been done without 
a certain cost to its academic and 
administrative standards. As 
Professor MacCormick added 
"some members of staff are under 
increased pressure, and this may 
have long term affects on their 
ability to keep abreast of current 
research . We have lost 20 places in 

first year law". 
'Student' spoke to the Principal, 

Dr Burnett, about where the 
money came from and how it is to 
be used. He told us that the surplus 
came from three areas. The first 
was that the tarqets which were set 

to che Faculties have all been mec 
Secondly , the University received 
a higher grant than expected from 
the UGC and finally, better 
investment earned more money. 

However, Dr Burnett was quick 
to point out that the su rplus cou ld 
easily have been a loss had the 
interst rates fal len by a point or 
two. "When one considers that the 
rates bill alone is £5 mi llion then it 
is clear that this saving really isn 't 
all that much money. " 

However, given the fact that sci 
much money was saved, it does 
make all the fuss over a few 
thousand to the Day Nursery seem 
a little trifling. On this point. Dr 
Burnett was quick to jump to the 
defence of the University ' s 
monetary policy. He sa,d that 
recurrent items such as the Day 
Nursery are largely avoided when 
it comes to spending . this years 
surplus is not recurrent , so 
recurrent expenditure items 
shou ld not be financed from this 
source. 

So what wi ll happen to the 
money? Dr Burnett told 'Student' 
1hat it would be spent on ,terns 
which at the moment require a 
block sum of money. The example 
he chose was George Square 
Library , the roof of which has to be 
completely replaced . He 
concluded by adding, " The 
savings may convince a few of the 
less intelligent of them" (critics of 
the cuts) " that the University had 
fat. " 

It ,s fat that has been removed , 
thus leaving the University a 
healtheir, leaner and more able 
body'/ We put this question to a 
spokesman for the AUT who had 
somewhat different views to those 
of the Principal 

The spokesman , who for 

Changes in flat trends 
At the beg inning of the year 

perhaps the greatest priority 
arnong students is to be "accom
modated". So how are things 
working out after th e first couple 
of weeks? Discovered your " best" 
friend wasn 't the " best" pe rson 
with whom to share a room; 
wishing the buses from Portobell o 
served bacon and eggs in the 
morning; having trouble getting 
your motor-bike up to th e third 
floor flat ; wondering how to tu rn a 
brand new wardrobe of clothes 
into this term 's rent? 

Student trends in flats are more 
dynamic than they have ever been 
- changes in expectati ons, taste, 
demands and preferences have 
culminared in a massi ve change in 
the type of accommod ati o n 
students are look ing for. Having 
moved in, however, one starts to 
make compromises, adaptation s, 
and basically make do. But 
perhaps the greatest rethinking 
and adaptation to be done at th is 
stage is not left to the student but 
to those people whose priority it is 
to keep ahead of these changes 
and provide an accommodation 
service for students. 

At the end of any summer recess 
the Student Accommodati-on 
Service will meet to discuss 
policies and decide upon new 
approaches which will meet the 
needs of the students. Thi s year, iQ 
particular, the SAS was left with a 
large number of flats unoccupied 
over the summer - although 
losses are recovered by var ious 
means of subletting there st ill 
remains the problem of how to 
deal with new trend s which are 
greatly affecting the type of 
accommodation which stu dents 
will be prepared to tak e on . 

Several reasons have been 
suggested as to why students were 
relu ctant to take on flats over the 
summer period. The foremost 
consideration is the financial 
situation - unless students were 
working in Edinburgh they were 
relu ctan t (especially if on a low 
income) to pay out rent through 
the summer months. Nor were 
they prepared to keep paying 
unless the flat real ly met with their 
expectations. 

It is no new policy withi n the 
SAS to meet changing demands 
but the policies which wi l l be 
needed to fulfil the se new 
expectations are requiring ca refu l 
consideration. 

Meetings this term will be 
discussing the following 
proposals: 
• Possi ble changes in the type of 

leasing so that students may be 
able to keep hold of flats over 
the summer on a retainer. 

• A redefinition of geographical 
areas - how far out of 
U nivers it y are students 
prepared to live? 

• Kind o f flat - single rooms, 
living rooms, fl exibility, bed 
sitters. 

Many of these proposals are 
already reflected in the new flats 
appeari ng in the SAS market in 
South College Street and Nicolson 
Street and the 191 new flat s 
coming up in Blackett Avenu e. 

The SAS operates in such a way 
as to make for greater fl exibi lity in 
order to meet new trends ... trends 
which are indeed as interesting as 
the new policies which will be put 
into operation to "accom modate" 
them ... anyone looking for a flat 
wit h a garage ... patio ... green
house . .? 

Alison Whipps 

obvious reasons wished to remain 
anonymous told 'Student' that 
although the University has 
indubitably saved money, many 
faculties and departments have 
felt the pinch a great deal. 
University buildings are restricted 
in their opening hours. Also, the 
heating o f the buildings has been 
reduced to the statutory minimum 
of 61 ° F and it is on ly kept on from 
9.30 am to 4.30 pm each day. Many 
people feel that this leaves the 
buildings too cold for office work 
which is, of course, the wo rk which 
most academics do. 

After cu ts include the grants 
given to departments, which have 
fallen to a "ludicrous level"; the 
money given to class libraries to 
buy books and a reduction in the 
number of secretaries in each 
department which places a burden 
on those who remain. 

A good example of where cuts 
seem unnecessary is examination 
envigilation . This used to be done 
by retired and out-of-work people 
from outside the UNiversity. Now 
it is undertaken by each 
department, the head of which 
must organise each envigilation . 
Whereas one man used to be 
repsonsible for the whole job, now 
it is a major administrative task 
spread throughout the University 
This was described by th e 
spokesman from AUT as being "a 
cumbersome , costly and 
ineff1c1ent system replacing a 
relatively efficient and cheap one 
for a very small effective saving " 

So, although the University 
ought to be congratulated for 
doing so well. perhaps it should re
evaluate its priorities and ensure 
that all is no t sacrif iced in pursuit 
of Sir Ketth 's ultimate end: save 
money or else ' 

50 more, 
please 

Edinburgh University ha s 
offered to take on 50 more 
students in the Faculty of Science 
next year even thoug h the 
increase will not be fully funded by 
the government 

On Monday, the Principal , Dr 
John Burnett , said : " It's got to be 
recognised that these are 
expensive people to tra in ·· but that 
he had no option. 

The University was responding 
to a letter from the, Education 
Secretary, Sir Keith Joseph, to the 
UGC wh ich "advised" the latter 
how to make the British university 
system less dependent on state 
funds and more science
orientated. 

One suggestion, that 10 per cent 
of univers ity funds should come 
from industry, would mean around 
·an annual figure of £120 mi llion, 
sa id Dr Burnett. This , he thought, 
could not be raised without a 
cha nge in th e pattern of ta xatio n 
or the introduction of concessions 
to industry. 

Su rp risingly, Dr Burnett 
be li eves th a t th e re is an 
economically viable argu ment for 
the Education Secreta ry's desire 
to see university funds reduced by 
1 to 2 per cent a year until 1990 and 
by 1 per cent thereafter. However, 
he sa id , there is a lso evidence that 
the bir\h rate is on th e increase, 
wh ich wil l produce pressure in 
future years for universities to 
increase their stud ent in take . He 
also pointed out that " if the 
government really wants a high 
technology world in Britain they 're 
going to have to re train people at 
university" 

Graham Chalmers 
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News 
Heriot-Watt joins up at 
Riccartoo campus 

Heriot-Watt has fina lly been 
given the go-ahead to move out 
the departments in the Grass
market and Chambers Street to 
Riccarton, six miles out of central 
Edinburgh. Ian MacGregor 
reports 

The University has been 
seriously burdened by the 
inconvenient siting of its buildings 
so far apart, and the latest news to 
develop one central campus 
promises some kind of unity at 
last. In a peculiarly vague open 
letter to the University the 
Principal. Mr Tom Johnston , 
expressed his personal satis
faction with the plans to complete 
the building programme by 1991, 
" It gives us all c lear objectives to 
work towards in the next five ors1x 
years and gives us confidence that 
literally 'Westward , look, the land 
is bright'." The Chambers Street 
building will be the first to go. 

Mr Stuart Purdy , Presidents of 
the Students' Association, is not 
quite so happy however. He 
expressed his dislike to the idea of 
a 'campus' university dis located 
from the heart of the city , yet he 
recognises the necessity to link up 
the various departments. Mr 
Purdy's real concern lies with the 
forthcoming development of the 
campus bu ildings themselves. 

The president emphasised the 
need to enhance the reputation of 
th e University and it is essen t ia l 
that attractive fa ci liti es for 
students are provided. To replace 
the present Union in Grindlay 
Street the University plans to use 
part of an existing building at 
Riccarton to be run by the 
University itself. Mr Purdy 
however is pushing for a new 
Union to be built at a cost of 
£400,000, a relatively small figure 
compared to the £11 million grant 
from the UGC. Although the 
question was deferred to a later 
date at Monday's court meeting the 
President remains hopeful. 

Mr Purdy similarly expressed his 
dissatisfaction with the Univer
sity's intention to build new 
accommodation facilities of 
varying standards. This " two-tier" 
development is presumably 
intended to attract conferences to 
the campus during vacations, yet 
Mr Purdy fears that the wealthiest 
will have the best and a social 
division might develop between 
the students. Again the problem 
was deferred to the next court 
meeting . If Heriot-Watt is going 
to make a success of the new 
campus then these difficulties will 
have to be rectified as soon as 
possible. 

No more booze for Grindlay Street after 1991. 

N.U.S. 
urges 
• increase 

THE NUS have launched a new 
drive for a rise in th e basic grant of 
approx imat ely £5 per week. 
Commenting on the submission to 
the Secretary of State for 
Education and Science, Si r Keith 
Joseph, the NUS President Nei l 
Stewart , pointed out that the 
purchasing power of the student 
gran t had fallen in real terms by 
more than 10 per cent since 1979. 

Fo llowing a survey o f "Under
graduate Income and· Expendi
ture" the NUS are cal ling for the 
irltroduction of a minimum 
allowance of £30 per week to be 
paid to both further educat ion 
students and participan ts in the 
Youth Training Scheme, as well as 
a substantial raising of the 
~arnings threshold at which 
parents are expected to con tr ibute 
towards a students grant. Mr 
Stewart said "our findings show 
how the current grants system is 
robbing s tud e nt s of their 
independerrce by making them 
increasingly reticent on th eir 
parents . " 

The Medics Working Party and 
the Mature Students Union are 
organising a lobb y outside 
Parliament on Novem ber 23, and 
10 regional meetings have also 
been organised with local MPs for 
the same day. 

photo by Donald Pollock 

Buy 
Barratt 

Barratt , the builders , in an un
precedented move. are to offer 
students the chance to own their 
own homes. At present the 
scheme is limited to the Leicester 
area but if'successful it cou ld be 
extended nationwide. 

The homes on offer are of the 
Studio 2 type in the £15,000-
£16,000 price range which 
involves paying a hefty annual 
mortgage of £1,464. 

Th ere are theref o re some 
doubts as to the viabi lity of the 
sc heme. In the present economi c 
climate there is a strong possibility 
that many students would be 
unable to continue mortgage 
payments after graduation. 

It is for thi s reason that Barratt 
has stipulated that parents must 
act as a guarantor in each 
purchase. Although Barratt says 
that it is ready to buy back any 
student house at its market value 
after a year, it is questionable 
whether the type o f home on offer 
will increase or even maintain its 
market value. 

Graham Chalmers 

"Summing up" 
Oh Aren 't we all happeee 
Aren't we all fine! 
Coffee; Coffee; Subcomitteeeee 
Oh Fuck: What a life1 

Mike Conway 
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Editorial Overseas 
Navel Watching 
Grenada and the Cruise missile debate aside, last 

was really quite pleasant. If you bothered going to the 
General Meeting you were amply amused by the 
antics of Mike Conway and the neo-Stalinist left, if you 
stayed away you probably had quite a good time -
you certainly didn't miss anything. If you 're a fresher 
you're probably settling in merrily to your new life, ii 
you 're not (a fresher) then the essay crises have yet tc 
hit that eighth week peak, and most of us had some fun 
tearing through the first 90 per cent of our grants. 

So far , then , fair enough. But isn 't there something 
missing? Hasn't life within the University seemed 
more removed than ever from the rest of th e world, 
more introspective, and more narrow even than a yea r 
ago? Then we were being constant ly berated for not 
participating in anti -cuts campaigns, apathy was 
something to be dispel led, we were all meant to be 
fighting to keep up standards of educat ion and so on. 

Of course we didn·t; every protest last year's SRC 
tried to organise collapsed with a few sour recrimina
tions and whimperings. This year we have a far lower 
key approach to anything vaguely resembling an 
education campaign - so low key in fact that it's been 
questionable whether one has appeared yet or not. 
This is un fortunate: not so much because of any direct 
relevance these efforts have in altering the opinions of 
the government, but because we now have nothing 
even attempting to unite the many diverse groups of 
people that const itute th e student body of Edinbu rg h 
University. We have successfully been divided, we are 
successfully being ru led. 

A Deputy President please-soon? 
Long-standing afficionados of Association General Meetings may 

wel l have been surprised that Monday's meeting did not see a 
reappearance of the constitutional amendments to create the post of 
Deputy President , which were passed twice at inquorate meetings last 
year. The proposals, which would have restructured the role of the Union 
President to encompasa a much wider remit, were generally expected to 
be put to Monday's General Meeti ng , and passed - but this year's new 
Committee of Management caused an unwelcome surprise by refusing 
to ratify the plan in time. 

Constitutionally each new Committee of Management assuredly has 
the right to review sl.ich plans , but it has been rumoured that some 
members of the committee are fundamentally opposed to the idea , 
which rather makes a mockery of the extensive work done by last year's 
Union President Tony Miles in researching the scheme. The Committee 
of Management was due to meet again this week to reconsider, and 
hopefully they will have the sense to give their disapproval. If they do not, 
hey will be flying in the face of opinions accepted within the student 

body for the last two years, and will also be undermining the initiative 
taken by this session's Executive in getting back to grass roots . 
Hopefully, however, the Committee of Management will set a timely 
example by ignoring their usual bu reaucratic red tape and getting on 
with the job - starting with the ratification of the plans for a Deputy 
Presidency. 

The Letters page is back. Send 
your views to 1 Buccleuch Place. 
The ed itor reserves the right to edit 
and make it very clear that the 
views herein expressed seldom 
coincide with his, etc. 

Disgust 
Dear Sir, 

I am wri ti ng to express my 
concern and disgust arising from 
an incident las t week in a cafe 
adjacent to the Un iversity area. 

The cafe is small , opens only 
from late morning to mid 
afternoon, and has a regular 
clientele of rather quiet , 
unassuming locals. It serves 
cheap food cheaply, and makes no 
pretention to anything e lse. 

What I and several others 
witnessed was a large crowd of 
students, loosely to be described 
as having more money than tast~, 
engaged in an eating contest in 
this particular cafe. Two or three of 
them were eat ing:about a dozen or 
so were standing and sitting 
aroumd em itting choice com

ments like "God , the smell's 
q isgus ting "; and generally 
blocking up the limited confines of 
th e cafe. I have no idea whether 
they had gained permission for 
this event , but the cafe has a strict 
"meals only" rule for occupants, 
and I am sure that no matter how 
much "crap" (as th e food was 
referred to) that the contes tants 
ate, it would not make up for the 

lack of other eati ng customers. 
Might I suggest that this 

particular group of students, part 
of a larger caucus who seem to 
find th e loca ls a rather amusing 
brand of sorf, conduct their " jolly 
pranks .. elsewhere. A group of the 
regulars o f th is ca fe coul der enter, 
say, the Pear Tree, for a drink , and 
it would retain the parti cu lar 
clientele and atmosphere it so 
richly deserves thereafte r . 
However, local custor,1 is fragile in 
ca fes like th is, as well as, l 
presume, the turnover of the 
actual establish ment: harm may 
be done if such a cafe gains a 
reputation for " fucti:,ing studen ts". 

In the meantime, is it any 
wonder that we are known as 
" fucking students" if we treat 
working locals in this manner, and 
conduct ourselves in a way 
perhaps stuited to the dorms of 
Eton , hardly to any real sphere of 
existence. I have had serious 
cause to doubt my own preference 
in the cafe hereafter ; we are none 
of us guiltless . However, it is 
hardly surprising that there is 
next to no public indignation over 
University and grant cutbacks, 
when students become re 
kn owned only for class 
assholeism. 

Mind yo u, people who can 
afford to hold eati ng contests 
never really worry about cutbacks 
anyway. 

Yours , 
John D. McKay 

Fred Price's Letter from 
America: this week - the 
Electoral System 

America in general seems to 
have more elections than Britain , 
mainly because in the heady post 
revolutionary days of the 1780's 
the founding fathers devised an 
extensive system of democratic 
participation wh ich has more or 
less been followed by th e 
ind ividual sta tes. Consequently 
there are a lot of elective posts 
which demand a problem solving 
incumbent, not just at national 
level but locally too. Whereas in 
Britain town and city elected 
officials have a reluctant council 
staff to help them when they can 
find time, in the USA most State, 
city and town representatives have 
considerable salaries and 
influence. That's why in Phila
delphia the current race for the 
position of Mayor is important; a 
city mayor has influence 
nationall y, as opposed to the 
somewhat limited power of the 
British Mayor with his or her gold 
chain and honorary functions. 

The big issues in the 
Philadelphia mayoral election '83 
are tax levels and municipal 
services, and the th ree main 
candidates are parading all the 
subtle verbal anecdotes they can 
get hold of in order to distinguish 
themselves from their rivals. The 
problem they al l face , un
fortuna tely for them, is that they all 
espouse much the same political 
philosophy of free market choice, 
serv ices to those who need them 
and sensible use of taxpayers' 
rTioney. What makes it even more 
difficult for them to have a good 
old set to is the fact that all three 
were once democrats; o n e 
became a republican, one an 
independent and the last stayed 
the course. So Ph iladelphians are 
watching three old stable mates 
frolic in the field, trying to pinpoint 
policy disagreement where deep 
divisions shou ld , but don't, ex ist . 

In order to impress on the 
electorate thei r concern for all 
issues, the candidates have gone 
into minutes as proof of th~ir 
thoroughness. As much time is 
devoted to anti grafitti programs 
as to economic renewal, and the 
size of campaig n staffs even 
became an issue a week ago when 

Cynicism 

Dear Si r , 
With reference to your article on 

the " I. G. Stewart Award for 
Chronic Abysmal Lecturing ", why 
in an edition of a newspaper 
otherwise devoid of any academic 
news, make a blatant , cynical and 
personal attack on members of 
staff who are given no opportunity 
for comeback? Staff-student 

• liaison committees and facul ty 
·meetings provid e a public 
platform fo r interdepartmental 
qualms. The comments were not 
only i ll -conceived , but promote an 
insular, cliquey attitude and are 
enti rely negative and destructive 
to staff/student relati0ns . 

Yours faith fully , 
Pam Sharpe 

, P.S. Perhaps a return of the letters 
page (without boring intro
spective slanging matches) wOuld 
square the balance. 

Po in t taken. - Ed. 

Dissent 
)ear Si r, 

I have never read such a load of 
1onsense as the article " Art with a 
::::;api tal F" published in your 
11agazine thi"s week . N ot only did I 
10! understand the title but what 
followed was confusing, flippant 
and ill-informed. 

the repub lican, John Egan , 
accused the black democratic 
candidate, Wilson Goode, of 
showing bad managerial skills by 
having too many (250) people 
workin on his campaign. The 
candidates cannot tackl e each 
other on economic matters , 
because they all have much the 
same views on housing, tax levels , 
efficiency, wast€, crime, 
incentives and so on. The 
campaign is based on past 
records, rxperience and a search 
for variations to the main theme of 
pragmatic use of resources. 

The front runner is the 
democrat, Wilson Goode, who 
looks set to become the first black 
Mayor of the city. The colour of his 
ski has prompted many blacks to 
turn out and support him in the 
earlier stages of the contest, and if 
he is elected will certain ly thank 
the colou red community. But he 
has receive campaign donations 
from big and small businesses, 
ethnic groups representing both 
Arabs and Jews, and a variety of 
prominent figures throughout the 
city hierarchy, and it 's clear that if 
he wins it will be due to his skill in 
convincing bit by b it, one sectional 
group after another that he will be 
best for them. He promises better 
services bu t less taxes; more 
pol ice but less bureaucracy; more 
municipal jobs but less municipal 
s p ending. He differs from 
repub lican Egan and the third 
candidate , independent Tom 
Leonard , in that he promises 
greater things in sho rter spaces of 
time in a more convincing manner. 
Pol itical theory barely comes into 
it. 

Whoever becomes mayoer will 
be in a powerfu l political position 
within his own national party. This 
is because Philadelphia, the fourth 
biggest city in America, is a nerve 
cen t re for any aspiring 
Presidential candidate. IF Goode 
becomes Mayor, as is likely , he will 
have considerable influence over 
the way in which Philadelph ia (and 
indeed Pennsylvania) democratic 
party members choose city and 
state delegates to the Party 
Convention next summer. 
Democrats in Pennsylvania has a 

I admit the author is ra ising an 
important point m·ost people at 
·Some stage feel intimidated by the 
thought of art as an elitist concept , 
however, the way he sets about 
arguing it is quite flabbergasting. 

Firstly, the author presumes that 
people do not go into art galleries 
because they are afraid of saying 
something "wrong··. This seems to 
me irrelevant. The point of 
entering an art gallery is to go in 
with a view to learning something 
new, not svmehow, as the author 
suggests, to be able to prove 
yourself in front of others. Saying 
the "wrong•• thing might provide a 
far more orig inal insight in to a 
picture than any number of " right' ' 
commen ts. 

Secondly, the author asserts 
" th ere is no such thing as history 
of arf' This is complete and utter 
rubbish! Of course there is such a 
thi ng as history of art and the 
author need only ha·ve the 
curiosity to study it in order to find 
out how helpful it can be to our 
own appreciation of any picture. 

Thirdly , the author states· 
" recognit ion of good or bad art 
what you th ink is good is good 
because it is good for you. That 
which is bad is what you th ink is 
bad .'' This is an extraordinary 
wilful criterion on how to judge art. 
Th e very fact that a picture is 
hanging in an art gallery suggests 
other people at least have found it 
interesting, it is normally worth 
making an effo rt to find out why. 

large number of delegate votes, 
and are the refore crucial to the 
success o f a democratic 
presidential candi date; if Goode 
becomes Mayor. he will be able to 
direct his influence and standing 
the course of events leading up to 
the selection of delegates. 

The point is this Goode supports 
Mondale, the former vice 
president, for the Democral1c 
nomination. If Mondale, currently 
fighting John Glenn for the 
nomination even though the first 
primaries have not started, gets 
the mass delegate support from 
Pennsylvania that Geode's 
election as Mayor of Philadelphia 
could ensu re , it will make 
Mondale's path to the democratic 
nomination considerably easier 
In this way will the election of the 
Mayor of P.hiladelph1a play a large 
part in the democratic party's 
choice of presidential candidate. If 
MOndale becomes President next 
year, we could be ascr ibing at least 
part of his success to the election 
of Wilson Goode in Philadelphia. 
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Lastly the penultimate 
parag raph about art: " make it 
diverse, less a market place, less 
elite. less boring, more bowing, 
more el i te, more a market 
place · made no sense at all 

There is a possibility this article 
was meant as a joke. Considering 
your apparent concern for 
students in Chile who are being 
arrested for exercising their nght 
to free speech, " Art with a Capital 
F'. is a shocking misuse of your 
own newspapers prerogative. 

Yours Sincerely, 
Rosanna Kelly 

In reference to the title, • try 
putting a capital F before art. 
Yours pedantically.-Ed. Other
wise points taken. 

Pontification 
Sir, 

Who is this Giles Sutherland 
cha ppy I say? He is no doubt a 
nob le scholarly sort of a person. 
He wi ll no doubt become an arts 
crit•c on , The Spectator or on 
similar effete journa ls of genius. 
But until such time as he does 
" make it" in the higher echelons of 
journalism I do wish he wou ld 
keep his ignorant pontificating 
nonsense to himself and stop 
spoiling an otherwise en joyable 
magazine with his leaden prose 
and dull ideas. 

Nicholas Symes (Art) 

Point taken.-Ed. 



-----

How I see it 
An American view on the 
invasion of Grenada 

by John S. Koehler 
The British Foreign Office and the US State 

Department making cautious statements , the 
President and Prime Minister at odds, Moscow 
spouting off about imperialism, everyone from the 
press to the local pub going on about "what they really 
ought to have done, or shou ld do", and all the while 
young men , soldiers and civi lians, die. This tim e, 
insert Grenada. slightly more liberal tendencies. 

Mao jyes, he is now in less Mr Maurice Bishop, a young, 
favour in the "new" China, but still Lon d On-educated solicitor 
applicable in discourse) reminds inStituted his own design of ~ 
us not to criticise after the event Marxi5l revolution, with ideals not 
(Quotations, 27:14). so I will not only for a classless but a 
stand in judgement of President monetary-free society as well. 
Reagan . The planned invasion. This policy did not meet with much 
evidence now suggest~ at least ten approval from those members of 
days' prepara ti on, is a past event; Grenadian society to whom clasa 
we cannot change it back with 8nd monetary position were 

synonymous, nor were the 

Why invade? 
conservative elements of the US 
government particularly pleased 
at the thought of "another Cuba" , 
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Views 
Ronnie rode off to slay me aragon 

~:----------------------------- (sorry for that momentary lapse 
into post-fact criticism). 

In point of fact , President 
Reagan has had little success in 
providing himse lf with an anti
Soviet stance st rong enough to 
please his right-wing support. 
Even President Carter did better 
with European co-operative action 
against the USSR after Afghan is
tan than Reagan after Korean 
flight 007. Grenada was just the 
boost the Reagan White House 
needed, and the massive planning 
and complete control of news 
reports from the invasion site 
(British and American reports 
already in Grenada were held in
co mm uni cad o by the US 
command; the only news came 
from official releases and escorted 
tours) assured a Reagan 
propaganda victory. 

But things soured almosl 
immediately; Mrs Thatcher was 
strongly opposed to the invasion. 
the mechanics of which had 
already been set in motion. Mrs 

Another Cuba? 

derisive remarks. But before going 
on , let this statement serve as a 
general preface : I cannot condone 
military intervention by any power 
which inflicts greater harm than 
that of the factors which motivate 
such action . Whether the Grenada 

this one not far from strife-ridden 1----------------------------.J 
Central America. The increasingly 

Thatchers refusal is, I believe. 
understandable in these terms: ( 1) 
the election of a new Shadow 
Cabinet was occupying much of 
her political energies as she 
prepared to analyse the new 
opposition; (2) Sir Paul Scoon. the 
Governor-General of Grenada, 
had not fully informed the Foreign 
Office as to the seriousness of the 
situation in Grenada (in fact, there 
is no requirement from him to do 
so, as HM the Queen apparently 
told Mrs Thatcher at their meeting 
last week); (3) President Reagan's 
method of informing the British 
Government of the US 's intentions 
did not follow accepted channels. 
The foregoing is meant only to 
explain, not excuse , the manner in 
which the Thatcher government 
handled the pre- and post
invasion diplomatic exchanges 
with the US. On both sides of the 
Atlantic , the words " inept'" and 
" narrow-minded·· best describe 
the actions ot our most skilled 
public servants. 

bad situation of the world 
economy did little to assist Mr 
Bishop's revolution. and with his 
position somewhat endangered, 
the Prime Minister suddenly felt 
compelled to close down 
opposition newspapers and arrest 

~n
0
v::~: th us qualifies remains to individual subversives to the State 

(one wonders how many 
subversives there are in a nation 
with a population about one-fifth 
that of Edinburgh) . 

If criticism is not to be applied , 
then an examination of th e past 
week's events may prove fruitless. 
but I will press on nonetheless, 
hoping that my viewpoint (not 
typically American, but American 
by name alone} may provide some 
insight, especially to those only 
now made aware of Grenada 's 
existence. Briefly, Grenada is a 
small island nation of the 
Caribbean, a former British colony 
and an independent member of 
the Commonwealth . During the 
first years of independence, Prime 
Minister Eric Gairy held the island 
in an iron grip. Hi s rule, and 
eventual fall, earned him a place 
alongside the Shah of Iran and ldi 
Amin in the reggae song /Wanted) 
Dead or Alive. 

Mr Gairy's "successor" was of 

Communism 

In spite of this, the lj1snop 
government was held in high 
regard , as indeed Mr Bishop was 
himself, by most of the surround
ing nations. Apparently, Mr 
Bishop was able to arrive at some 
"happy medium" within his own 
mind about the revolution; for 
while on the one hand allowing 
Cuban military advisers and 
civilian personnel to construct a 
new internat_ionar airport "for 
tourism " (the hangars were found 
to contain such promotional items 

Your Rights 
What would you do if a policeman asked you to 

accompany him to the police station and you had not 
done anything? Would you answer a policeman if he 
asked you for your name and address? For how long 
can you be detained in a police station? The following 
1s a guide to your rights on arrest and detention. 

The powers governing this area search for offensive weapons, but 
of the Jaw are contained in the they have no right to interfere with 
Criminal Justice (Scot land) Act your body unless in relat ion to 
1980 and the Criminal Procedure drugs. If you are asked to 
(Scotland) Act 1975. Where a accompany a policeman to a 
constab le has reasonable grounds po l ice station, ask if you are being 
for suspecting that an offence has arrested or detained otherwise 
been committed , he may require you do not have to go. 
from you your name and address On arrest, the police may hold 
and also the name and address of you in a police station o r othe r 
any person with you. Failure to place and they should have a 
give this information is an offence warrant wh ich you should see but 
for which you can be arrested . there are a number of offences for 
They may ask you for furth er which a warrant is not necessary. 
information but you are under no You need not supply the police 
obligation to give it. The suspect with any information other th an 
must remain . with the constable your name and address and you 
while he verifies the name and he should be cautioned and charged 
may use reasonable force to as soon as possible after your 
ensure you do. The constable arrest. You also have the same 
must also inform you of the rights as a detained person, viz. 
suspicion, the general nature of the right to have someone 
the offence and why you must informed and access to a so licitor. 
remain. Once you have been charged, the 

The suspect may be detained for police may release you, but if they 
up to six hours starting from the do not you can ask for ba il. 
lime he was first detained, not If you think you have been 
from the time he arrives at the unfairly treated or wro n g ly 
POiice station and you are enti tl ed arrested it is best generally to do 
to be informed on its expiry. You as you are told and complain later. 
also have the rights to have Take your complaint to the Desk 
some?ne informed of your Sergeant or ask a solicitor to 
detention and to see a solicitor. A complain for you: you may also 
person detained is subject to the wish to take legal action against 
same powers of search as on the policeman concerned for 
arre~t and this includes the taking illegal arrest. 
of fingerprints and th Sarah Dou all 

as anti-aircraft guns, Ea st German 
para-military vehicles and a large 
supp ly of ammunition). he was at 
the same time attempting to 
improve his country 's economic 
and diplomatic ties with the US. 
Thi s policy did not sit well with 
other members of the revolution 
(nor, Mr Reagan claims. with 
Moscow). and in early October Mr 
Bishop found himself under house 
arrest by authority of the new 
military government of the 
People's Revolutionary Army , 
which Mr Bishop had created (i.e . 
the PRA; responsibility for the 
military government's format ion is 
still at question). 

Then , on Wednesday the 19th of 
October, Mr Bishop was released 
and his supporters filled the 
streets of St George·s . the 
Grenadian capital. However. 
shortly after his release. Mr Bishop 
was ··murdered" within the Fort 
George compound in St George's. 
The murder weapon , according to 
rumour , was hand-held rocket 
launcher. Immediately after Mr 
Bishop's death , the PRA turned 

their guns onto the c1t1zens 
celebrating the late Prime 
Minister's freedom. Reporters 
found some victims of this attack 
mixed in among those PRA 
wounded in the US invasion. 

Thus we come to the crux of the 
matter - why did the US invade at 
all. and why was Mrs Thatcher 
opposed to an invasion? The first 
question is easily answered; there 
were over one thousand US 
citizens in Grenada ; the 
organisation of Eastern Caribbean 
States with Jamaica and Barbados 

Reagan boost 

had requested US assistance in 

restoring democracy to Grenada, 
and finally, as one young marine 
put it, "We came here to fight 
communism, didn 't we? I want to 
fuck communism out of this l ittle 
island, and fuck it right back to 
Moscow" (Observer, Sunday, 30th 
October, p.9). Yes, Communism 
had reared its ugly head, and St 

John S. Koehler is a post-graduate 
student studying Medieval 
Languages. He was originally from 
Little Rock, Arkansas, but has 
lived for the past four years in 
Washington DC. 
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Turkeys I 
Bill Williamson talks to Michael 
Medved about 'The Movies'. 

Channel 4 recently 
launched a series of 10 
movies appropriately 
titled "The Worst of Holly
wood". Whilst the season 
promises to be highly 
entertaining, it seemed 
we were to be subject to 
the petty intellectual 
tyranny of another TV 
talking head. However, 
Michael Medved, the 
series presenter, is far 
from being just another 
Clive James, bringing to 
his compendious know
ledge of bad films an 
understanding of the 
modern movie world , and 
a sound judgement bred 
of close contact with the 
business. 

Medved is 35 , a working writer 
who has produced three " serious" 
books including one on the ''White 
House Staff". Having developed a 
" sort of" passion for bad movies in 
his youth, it was whilst seeking a 
book deal that he hit first on the 
idea which resulted in the 
publication of The Fifty Worst 
Movies of All Time , the success of 
which led to a further book and 
series on American an d now 
British TV. Whilst researching he 
reckons he and his brother Harry 
must have seen about 3,000 films. 
So what, I asked, was that extra 
something which lif ted the films in 
the current programme from 
obscurity into the annals of bad 
move history . 

"I think what is the quint-

are rea ll y trying thei r best but thei r 
best is bloody awfu l we're 
lookin g for si ncere stu pi d ity and I 
think we found it. " 

Clearly the intention in showing 
such films is to amuse, and I'm 
sure most people would agree that 
they do. The suspicion remains, 
however, that Medved's is an 
exercise which will stimulate the 
" knowing smile". Medved himself 
identifies an emerging bad film 
cult, what kind of audience did he 
direct his programmes to; he 
believes his is a ·'general audience 

We're looking for sincere 
stupidity and I think we 
found it. 

essential element which creates a with the emphasis on film buffs 
truly entertammg and unforget- and young people''. The reason 
table bad mov,e ,s the seriousness why he believes yo ung people 
of intent of the bad ftlm-maker enjoy such films is interesti ng: 
Anyone can set out to make a " Especially as a teenager there·s 
tawdry, cheap, explo1tat1ve little so much that's out of your control, 
picture (and succeed) - ,t takes a authority figures creating arms 
certain genius. however , to and depression .... Often a feeling 
actually set out to make a of powerlessness and frustration. 
magn1f1cent cinematic effort and and here all of a sudden are 
end up with 'Plan 9 From Outer authority figures who are 
Space· All the films ,n the season disgracing themselves, and you 

Possibly 1hreeo1 the worst mov1esot au 11me are movies that fail even by own look at them being idiots on screen 
From the left ·Robot monster terms it 's precisely when you and think I could do better than 
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Medved expects that many 
among us will harbour an affection 
for such aberrat ions, clearly he 
himself does. 

" They have a sort o f bravura 
audaci ty to them, they're ve ry 
destinctive. personal and 
o ri91na1. ·· 

What he dislikes are "the slick. 
b land, empty-headed expensive 
en tertai nments - they' re not 
real ly bad enough to be interest
ing:· Gratifyingly he expresses an 
admiration for the films , which are 
being produced in Britain and 
Australia. "The Draughtsman 's 
Contract " he describe s as 
excellent and " Betrayal " as " one of 
the best movies of the year": 

··1 think in a sense Bnt1sh and 
Australian films have rushed 
forward to occupy a void that has 
been created. And they make the 
kind of films in which real people 
appear. I mean ,f you think about 
the big hits of th,s year "48 Hours. 
·Trad ing Places , ·Return of the 
Jedi ", ,rs depressing:· 

Indeed Medved's view of th e 
" state of the art" as practised in the 
US is not encouraging. Did he 
think that as the film industry was 
generally in a bad way that we are 
finding , of necessi ty, a better 
product r e ach i ng a mor e 
discern ing audience? 

"No, I don't think the cinema 
audience is more discerning I 

think it's Jess discerning What's 
happened is that you need a more 
specialised kind of product to lure 
people away from their videos etc. 
The other thing is that the 
audience for feature films rs 
reckoned at about 70 per cent 
below 21 - thars why we have the 
kind of films you do. I mean they all 
seem to be either cute mov1es 
about a bunch of horny guys 
trying to score for the first time . or 
science fiction with specral effects 
to appeal to the game·s crowds:· 

" I love movies," stresses 
Medved, " I even love the industry 
in a funny kind of way. " His praise 
for Spielberg 's "' ET" is unstinting, 
and the decision to make 
" Sophie's Choice" and its surprise 
success he applauds. Still , clearly, 
Medved is not greatly pleased by 
what he sees in Hollywood just 
now: 

"You know in Hollywood they·re 
so stupid those guys. The fact is 
that "48 Hours and "Trading 
Places' were both huge hits which 
happened, coincidental ly, to have 
Eddie Murphy in them. So they·ve 
decided now that Eddie is the new 
Jesus, he·s gonna be the kid to 
save Hollywood - he·s just signed 
a contract for seven million 
dolla rs. Paramount decided c·mon 
you can't lose with this guy. He's 
had two hits and rm sure the next 
one is gonna bomb, cos you know 
there s no box office magic 
anymore I think thars shown by 
the fact that they paid Burt 
Reynolds five mtllion dollars to do 
'Stroker Ace··. The film is one of 
the most d1sgust1ng things I've 
ever seen - ifs not even enter
tainingly bad - and the film went 
straight into the toilet. It cost 
twenty million dollars to make and 
so far it's earned back less than 
500.000 dollars · 

Indeed Medved is clear aboul 
the nature of the ma lady and of the 
cause: 

··ves. whars happening in the 
movies is that producing 
features has become so 
expens~ve an average feature 

There's no box office 
magic anymore. 

fi lm costs twelve million dollars. 
So before anyone·s going to invest 
twelve mill ion dollars they"re 
going to want to make bloody well 
sure that people are going to want 
to come and see these films. Thafs 
why there·s an insanity about 
remakes. If anyone actually comes 
up with an onginal idea, ifs too 
risky' . If there·s one thing thafs 
destroying the industry ifs 
sequelitis. There·s no reason. I 

mean who cares about ·Rocky 1v·. 
they get worse and wrose. The first 
film was not bad, but now it's such 
a bore. You know what they're 
doing in ·Rocky IV They have a 
gigantic guy with a shaved head 
and an ear-ring. He·s supposed to 
be a Russian and he·s prorl)Oted oy 
the Communists as the world 
champion. and Rocky's in retire
ment now. He beats up all these 
Americans, kills a man with his 
bare fists. and the US flag is being 
trampled in the dust. They finally 
lure Rocky ou t of retirement and 
guess what happens?' 

Ironically Medved admires 
Stallone , apparently the epitome 
of those ills which are ruining 
Hollywood, for his independence. 
He refused to be cowed into 
starring in ·staying Alive· which he 
directed. And after all who can 
blame a man for making even 
·'Rocky IV" when the reward is a 
guaranteed twenty million dollars. 
Still , it seems something is rotten 
in the state of Hollywood. Perhaps 
it's for that reason that Mr 
Medved 's series seems so 
appealing now! 



The House of Bernarda 
Alba 
EUTC Bedlam Theatre 

"The House ol Bernarda Alba" 
- white, closed, breathing the 
treacheries ol jealousy, ol love and 
hate, and the quiet agonies ol 
sexual frustration. The play carries 
an Independent reality under the 
'dramatic poetry' of Lorca. 

II reveals a Spain before the Civil 
War ol the thirties , hiding 
emotions behind social values, 
custom, and tradition - confines 
In which Bernarda Alba tries to 
Imprison her daughters. Behind 
these fronts her daughters burn 
with an Intense thirst for life and 
with secret passions; and Adela 
the youngest more fiercely than 
her sisters. Tradition demands 
years of mourning for their lather, 
a period Bernarda wishes her 
daughters to respect and to "act as 
II (they'd) sealed up doors and 
windows with bricks". This 
physical confinement mirrors 
Bemarda's own confinement of 
her daughter's feelings and lives. 

Lorca shows the need ol the 
human spirit to be tree. Love can 
not be confined behind ancient 
traditions which are merely a sham 
of respectability. In the stables a 
wild, white stallion begins to break 
its way out. Feverish, wildly 
kicking at the wal}s ol its prison it 
becomes Adela; they share the 
same hatred ol chains. It is ironic 
that Adela hangs herself with the 
same cord with which, symbolic
ally, Bernarda would have chained 
her daughters. 

EUTC bring across the sense ot 
confinement present in Lorca's 
tragedy. The stage is enclosed by 
a fence and a roof in the cold, 
white architecture ol Spain. 
Bernarda ' s daughters are 
imprisoned both by these physical 
and symbolic walls and by the 
superb performance of Eleanor 
Zeal as Bernarda. Miss Zeal 
carries a cold, impassionate air. 
Her smile freezes your eyes. Her 
eyes try to pierce the tacades 

around her wilh a steely glint. Her 
presence fi lls the stage and the 
lives of the characters ground, we 
see a matriarch. ' 

Melissa James is Bernarda's 
crazed mother who Is locked away 
tor most of the play. She gives the 
character an aged vividness, she 
touches her portrayal with reality 
and compassion. Racehl 
Anderson gives Ponclz, Ber
nard a 's street-wise maid, a 
humanity, a quiet devotion and a 
strong vitality. 

Hariet MacDougall gives a 
creditable performance as Adela. 
She contrasts the rest ot the cast 
with her youth, and with a fierce, 
unstoppable passion. She is 
carried along with Lorca's destiny 
until her tragic suicide at the end. 

"The House of Bernarda Alba" is 
an enthralling piece of theatre, It 
lives ,on stage as the " photo
graphic document " L orca 
intended. If the EUTC production 
has any flaws they are submerged 
beneath the authority of 
performance by the central 
characters. 

Keni Davidson 

Omelette Broadcasting 
Company 
Traverse 

After the final splutterings of 
applause finished echoing around 
the Traverse last Thursday 
evening, one ol the Omelette 
Broadcasting Company's four 
man team stepped back into the 
spotlight left illuminating the stage 
and proved that the last ninety 
minutes or so had been entirely 
improv ised from suggestions 
written down by the audience. 

Not that there could have been 
much doubt in the minds of most 
of those present, tor by the time 
the last sketch had hacked its way 
through a banal and drawn out 
encounter between two men on an 
oil rig and a figure that had 
transmuted itself in mid stream 
from Reagan to Thatcher to 

A~ATELLITE CL~ 
(WeST TOLLCROSS)[l>/EXT DOOK ro CCMS 

FR/ g .SATS:-J?£GGA£VS0UL, 

FROM 9 ·30PAI TO 3·00,<1 Al, LAT£ BAR. 
OPEN ro ALL • 1>00,es CLOS£ Z·OOAAI. 

fr IS FUN. IT IS GlcOOVY 
,-.,__,,CHECKITOl/TSOONr,../ 

produce an ending epitomising 
anticillmax, it was obvious that at 
least on this occasion OBC had 
outrun their energies. 

This, indeed, was · the main 
occupational hazard of the 
evening not so much that the show 
suddenly stopped and fell flat on 
its face, but that it gently 
meandered off Into a slightly 
boring form of silliness, easily 
identified by one of the cast 
muttering 'Oh dear, we weem to 
have run out of words and jokes -
time to stop this scene and start 
another'. 

But overall their major weakness 
lay in their form of humour, 
relying (possibility out of 
necessity) on puns and 
Incongruity. Laughter was raised, 
but being generated on the spur of 
the moment It gave the entire 
evening a superficiality, far from 
the squlrmlngs and questions that 
a Tony Hancock or Rik Mayall 
induces, of the kind that niggles 
away beneath the laughter and 
makes you wonder why you are 
laughing, and why so unfortunate 
as these two falling at everything 
they touch are yet so funny. 

George S. Cartledge 

Communicado Theatre 
White-Sailed Ships 
Theatre Workshop 

At least I didn't come out feeling 
guilty. I'm not quite sure why, but 
often when I go to watch a play 
about the sad fate of our Scottish 
ancestors, I emerge from the 
theatre feeling as if i t was my fault. 
Communicado Theatre Com
pany's brilliant play didn't accuse 
any particular race, time or 
person, but if anything, pointed 
the finger at civilisation. 

White-Sailed Ships is an 
intricate and at times surreal 
weaving of two thematically 
connected stories. That of the 
Ross family being brutally moved 
from their home during the 
Highland Clearances, and that of 
the Cherokee Indians thrust from 
their ancestral homelands with the 
discovery of gold by the Rosses. 

The Rosses are ousted from 
their home oy a law which they do 
not understand; the science of 
economics. The Duchess , a 
travesty of Scottishness in her 
gaudy tartans, moves in, staking 
her claim just as thoroughly as 
John Ross later does in the lands 
of the Cherokee. 

The evicted Rosses then move 
to America where Amy Ross meets 
and eventually marries Francis 
Calquhoun - a true Scottish-Irish 
American. Calquhoun plans to 
turn the reluctant John Ross into 
that American phenomena - " the 
self-made man" by claiming for 
him the lands of the Cherokee 
Indians. 

The cyclic movement of the play 
from life to death, riches to 
poverty, is finally crystallised in a 
wry sketch of the fall of man. This 
little scene puts things into 
perspective and, whether it is 
meant to or nol, absolves us of 
guilt; we are not individually 
responsible for our civilisation . 
The way we treat people now is no 
better than in the stories told 
within the play, but it's not our 
fau lt, we can plead. Eve should 
never have eaten that apple. 

Audrey Tinline 

Film . 
Zelig 

Set , significantly, in pre-war 
America and Europe, Zelig is 
Woody Allen ·s clearest and most 
overt portrayal yet of the dilemma 
of a Jew's identity . Allen 's latest 
comic persona. Leonard Zelig , has 
been warped by childhood 
insecurity into a man who 
instinctively assumes the 
characte ristics of whatever social 
group he finds himself amongst. 
Beside fat people, he develops a 
sagging paunch and discusses 
obesity; in a Chicago speak-easy, 
he is a mean. trilby-hatted 
gangster one minute, a black 
Dixieland trumpet-player the next. 

The symbolism is obvious -
even more so towards the end of 
tlie film , when Zelig is ironically 
seen as a Nazi brownshirt, 
mingling contentedly with Hitler's 
entourage. In this sense it is a very 
si mple f ilm . The message is quite 
explicit - stand up for your true 
nature, or face the consequences. 

Bui what makes th is film so 
special , and so funny , is that ii is 
constructed in the form of an 
authoritative television docu
mentary . An English anrrator 
leads us through the story from 
beginning to end, as the camera 
zooms in on grainy black and 

white stills showing Zelig 
consorting with distinguished 
psychiatrists or East Coast literati . 
Extracts from apparently contem
porary newsreels are interrupted 
by recent interviews with Zelig 's 
old acquaintances, witnesses to 
the important episodes in his life, 
and eminent commentators. 
recorded simply and factually in 
their studies and sitting-rooms. 

This brilliant authenticity is not 
achieved withou t meticulous 
effort . Allen 's , features are 
cunningly imposed on actual film 
and photographs of the period . 
Even the completely staged 
sequences look as if they have 
been languishing in dusty archives 
for 50 years. When Zelig becomes 
a celebrity, the trinkets his face 
endorses look like utterly genuine 
items. The finest pastiches of all 
are the extracts from a 1930s 
Hollywood movie about Zel ig 's 
life. Woody Allen 's Zelig becomes 
a hunky sort with a token pair of 
glasses , and Mia Farr ow 's 
psychiatrist a busty , dewy-eyed 
starl et. Such delightful fabrica
tion . rather than Allen 's handling 
of the comic opportunities a 
human chameleon presents , is 
what makes his new film original 
and stimulati ng , even for those not 
always captivated by h is work . 

James Meek 

Woody Allen in Zelig 

Books · ·" . 
The Tilting Room 
Ron Butlin 

Until now Ron Bullin has been 
best known for his work as a writer 
of poetry, but that should change 
with the publication by Canongate 
of The Tilting Room , his first 
collection of short stories. The 
competence with which he shifts 
his visions from mind to page is 
undeniable: the 18 stories here are 
o f consistent ly high quality in 
terms ol unity of tone and strength 
of characterisation. Th e on ly point 
that could be argued over is 
whether these visio ns are worth al l 
the trouble of encapsulating in 
words and publishing . 

Butlin ' s sto r ies all have 
individual identities too, but apart 
from that th e two writers have little 
in common. The reality with which 
Butlin is concerned is the reality o f 
th e mind: his stories re1rect, and 
some tim es insta nti ate, the 
thou ghts and emotions of a 

successio n of c h aracters , 
adolescents and adults, artists and 
artisans . What is special about the 
sto ries is that nearly all o f them 
feature or are narrated by 
" unbalanced" personal it ies. mad, 
drug-addicted or plain weird . As if 
this wasn 't enough, many of the 
incidents described are beyond 
normal experience: superantural 
intervention, schizophrenic 
psycopathy and the like . 

The results are , understandab ly, 
often very d isturbing : the reader 
enters into a world which is ve ry 
like his own. but subtly and 
worryingly different The 
distortion is sometimes surreal
istic in effect, and sometimes 
phantasmic, but the strongest 
sto ries, like The Child and the Man 
and The Cousins transcend th is 
categorising to show distortions of 
reality that, quite simply, are 
powerful and frigh tening: very fine 
short stor ies indeed . 

Duncan Mclean 
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Exhibitions 
The Fine Art Society 
12 Great King Street 
Cadell and MacBey 
Centenary Exhibi t ion 
Until 22 November 

The Mercury Gallery 
2/ 3 North Bank Street, The Mound 
Alex Campbell 
Until 26 November 

The National Library of 
Scotland 
George IV Bridge 
Elections of the Past 
Unti l 31 January 

The Queen's Hall 
Clerk Street 
Babera Myatt 
Images of Caithness 
Until 11 November 

The Sallire Gallery 
13 Atholl Crescent 
The Costume Society of Scotland 
Until 19 November 

Stills Gallery 
105 High Street 
Paul Rotheroe 
British Photographer now living 
and working in Holland 

The Theatre Workshop 
34 Hamilton Place 
Aln Shields 
Photographers of Dancers 
Until 19 November 

The Fruitmarket Gallery 
29 Market Street 
Gerhard Merz. 
Until 5 November 

The Open Eye Gallery 
75 Cumberland Street 
Alexander Stoddart 
Sculptu re 
Robert Saunders 
Drawings and Paintings 
Unt il 17 November 

The Peter Potter Gallery 
1 O The Sands, Haddington 
The Picasso Prints 
A Scottish Arts Council Exhibition 
Unt il 9 November 

The Belford Centre for 
Dance 
Douglas Gardens 
Rebecca Neil 
Dance Designs and Drawings 
Until 3 December 

Sport 
Soccer 
• Hlbs v. Hearts 
Sat 5th, 3.00. 

Rugby 
• Heriot's FP v. Watsonians 
Sat 5th, 3.00, Goldenacre. 

• Stewart 's Melville v. Kilmarnock 
Sat 5th, 3.00, I nverleith. 

Greyhounds 
Last week's success brings a 

profit of 173/4 points, enough to 
keep you go,ng at a level sta ke to 

Theatre 
Bedlam 
(225 9893) 
• The House of Bernarda Alba 
Thur 3rd-Sun 6th 
Against the chaotic background of 
the Spanish c,v,I war Federico 
Garica Lorca·s tragedy explores 
the sexual, social and political 
restnct1ons of women. Bernarda 
Alba closets her five daughters in a 
house of mourning for eight years. 
Their seclusion is penetrated by a 
lover . 

• Lunchtime show 
Wed 9th 1.00 
An unexpected cancellation 
causes problems for a group of 
student actors, who are forced to 
improvise stage entertainment 
with little time to spare in this 
gripping real life drama. 

Lyceum 
(229 9697) 
• Will ie Rough 
Thur 3rd-Sat 5th and Tue 8th-Sat 
12th 7.30 (Sat 8.00) 
The locality ,s the Red Clydeside, 
the dialect is Scottish, but Willie 
Rough is not an exclusively 
Scottish drama. Willie Rough's 
determination in a struggle with 
social and political bigotry during 
the 1sl World War have 
contemporary and international 
relevancy. 

• Beyond Here Are Monsters 
Mon 7th (Reduced price 
performance) 
The British premiere of Beyond 
Here Are Monsters promises or 
threatens to produce hilarity and 
horror ,n the Amazon jungle. It 
concerns a quest for an unusually 
primitive and fierce tribe by an 
equally unusually and perhaps 
slightly mad trio of explorers . 

King's Theatre 
(229 1201) 
• Jame The Saxt 
T hur 3rd- Fri 4th Sat 5th 7.30 (Sat· 
matinee 2.30) 
Rescued fro m a 26-year retirement 
by the Scott ish Theatre Company 
last year. Jame The Saxt returns to 
Edinburgh. With humour and 
shrewd insigh t, t he "wisest fool in 
Christendom", James VI, views 
the foo ls and fawners of his court. 
Jame The Saxt is a tru ly well-made 
and witty piece of Scottish drama. 

• The Excorcism 
Mon 7th-Sat 12th 7.30. (Sat 5.00 & 
8.00) 
A chi ll er-thri l ler billed as l 
detrimental to the weak-hearted. 1 

The t a l en t s of television 
personalities Kate O ' Mara , 
Norman Eshley, Ooug Fisher, and 
Vivien Heilbron feature. 

the end of'term. Tonight the 8th 
event g ives Solomon Princess 
more than a fair chance. I'd prefer 
the bi tch in trap 6, but Hero's 
Morsel seems to have cooled in 
trapping ability of late so should 
present no competition to Princess 
leading round the first bend and 
going on to win . Doubled with 
Stormont Siobhan in the last race 
which has a bunch of wide-running 
crap in front of it, hopefully we can 
again look for a nice dividend 

... SOLOMON PRIN CESS 
'" STORMONT SIOBHAN 

A tip for Saturday is DRAMATIC 
DISPLAY ,n the final event; the 
recent misfortunes of this one 
should be forgotten with a trap to 
line win 

Traverse 
(226 2633) 
• Dance Umbrella 
Major international dancers and 
choreographers gather in 
Edinburgh as part of a nation-wide 
dance festival 

• Michael Clark 
Thur 3rd-Fri 4th 8.00 
Clark , a native Scottish choreo
grapher/dancer. w,11 present his 
new work, Parts HV . Born in 
Aberdeen Clark studied at the 
Royal Ballet School and worked 
with Ballet Rambert before 
beginning a freelance career. He is 
choreographer in residence at the 
Riverside Stud ios in London. 

• Axis Dance Company 
Sat 5th 3.00 Sun 6th 8.00 
Formed in Edinburgh in 1981 ; Axis 
Dance Company has created a 
varied repertoire of humour and 
sensit1v1ty. Their winning entry in 
the 1982 Scottish Choreographic 
Competition is included in their 
programme. 

• Young Pl aywrights Fest ival 83 
Tue 8th-Sun 20th 8.00 (Sun 3.00) 
Plays selected from the Scottish 
Youth Theatre's Young Play
wrights Course will be given a full 
professional production . The 
plays: Never a Dull Moment by 
Jackie Boyle and Patricia Burns. 
Picture Paradise by Alizabeth 
Montgomery and Reflections by 
Fiona Thomson . 

Netherbow 
• Wha Daur 
Thur 3rd-Sat 5th 7.30 
The clash between an elderly 
grounds keeper and his son is 
more than a struggle to protect a 
Borders estate from commercial 
development. Scotland's past and 
present batt le for cont rol in Border 
Reiver 's production of this 
powerful dram a. 

• Roughneck 
Tue Bth-Sat 12th 7.30 (Sat & Wed 
matinee 2.30) 
Theat re PKF apply their unique 
and unconventional theatrical 
style to the holy image of Britain's 
leading industry . George Gunn's 
drama presents a di fferent view of 
life on the North Sea oil rigs. 

Queen's Hall 
(668 2117) 
• Late - nigh t Jazz - To ~ 
Gorman Quartet and The H 
Operation 
Fri 4th 10.00 
Sax player Tony Gorman·s '" 
date after return from Amen 
Together with bop and la• 
sounds from another quart 
featucing pianist Rob Morsberg 
and guitarist, Lachlan McColl 

• The Comedy Club 
Sat 5th 930 
An even mg of alternative com6: 
from London. Tickets £2 80 tr 
Virgin. 

• Harp Music 
Sun 6th 12.50 pm 
A lunchtime concert promoled 
the Clasarch Society W, 
clasarchs (a small Scottish ha 
and Simon Zolan on Paraguay 
Harp. Admission £1 .50. 

• Friends of Scottish Opera 
Sun 6th 3.pp 
Concert by members of Scott, 
Opera Orchestra and soloists. 

• Piano recital - Peter Dono 
Mon 7th 7. 45 
With Ravel's Gaspard de fa Nu 
Prokofiev's Sonata No. B, Brah 
6 Pieces and Beethoven's Sona 
Op. II in C minor. 

McEwan Hall 
Fri 4th 1.10 
Morley Whitehead performs 
organ recital. 

-
FfLMll=DOUSIE 
88 LOTHIAN ROAD EDINBURGH 031-228 2688 

Cinema 1 Thur 3-Sat 5 6.00/8.30 (Also 3.50 Sat) 
Frederic Forrest, Teri Garr, Nastasia Kinski in Coppola's neon-ht 
ONE FROM THE HEART ,,,, Dolby Stereo 

Cinema 1 Sun 6 8 30 and Mon 7-Sat 12 6.00/8.30 
Eric Rohmer's sharp comedy about summer holiday sex 
PAULINE AT THE BEACH 1151 

Cinema 2 Thur 3 6.20; Fri 4 6.20/8.20; S!t 5 3 00/6 201820 
The 'besl double act since Laurel and Hardy?1 
RETURN ENGAGEMENT 1151 
Featuring Timothy Leary and G Gordon Liddy 

Cinema 2 Mon 7 5.50/8.20 
Ame'rican style gangsters operating in Birmingham. Sex. violence 
illegal 1mm1gration and club commed1ans. 
GANGSTERS 
Directed by Ph1l1p (Boys From The Blackstu fl ) Saville 

Cinema 2 Tu es 8 6.10/8.30; Wed 9 6.10, Thur 10 6 10/830 
Gerard Depard1eu and Fanny Ardant m Francois Truffaut's 
THE WOMAN NEXT DOOR ,,, 

Cinema 2 Wed 9 8.20 
CUB ISM AND TH E CINEM A 1PG1 

Special programme of films introduced by Al Rees 

Full details In free monthly programme brochure 

Student Concession £1.50 All Performances 
(remember to brlngvou, S-cardO 
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day 4th 
LE WORKS and BI LL Y 

----n G live, Teviot Row House. 
) ts £1.00. Disco 60p (1 am 

e ce), Potterrow. Free disco in 
1bers Street House; la te 
::e. 

~turday 5th 
FAWKES PARTY with the 

ry Boys, Chambers Street 
e. Ticke ts £7 .50. Kebabs and 

/ ~ Potatoes on sale. Park 
disco, 12 midnight licence, 
Row House. Free. 

Students' Centre - Guy 
Dinner-Party. With all 

Film 
Dominion 
(447 2660) 

Octopussy (1) 
2.00, 4.45, 7 .40 
The puckered- leather features of 
Roger Moore creak through the 
kiss-kill -one-liner sequence once 
again. 

Betrayal (2) 
2A5, 5.30. 8.00 
Screen adaptation of the Harold 
Pinter play , starring Jeremy Irons, 
Ben Kingsley and Patricia Hodge. 

• . Gregory's Girl (3) 
3.10, 5.20, 8.15 
Marvellous ly funny film about love 
in the backboard jung le. 

Odeon 
(667 3805) 

Blue Thunder (1 ) 
2 bo. 4.50. 7.45 
Roy Scheider f lying an extremely 
lethal helicpoter which , almost 
inevitably , fal ls into the wrong 
hand s. Special e ff ec t s and 
photography are worth go ing to 
see. 

Ki nds or exot ic and del1c16us food . 
£1 .50. 3a Buccleuch Place, 3.30-
12.00. 

Scottish Literature Society out ing 
to see Jam ie the Sax! at the King·s 
T heat re, 2.30 . Chea p group 
booki ngs be ing organised . Phone 
Carol (229 6990) if interested or 
tu rn up on the off chance at 2.15. 

Sunday 6th 
Happy Hour, 8 to 9 pm, p lus live 
folk music With Billy Jones, Teviot 
Room. 

Methsoc - talk by Gerald 
Bostock , " Baptism and Eucharist " 
Societies Room, Nicolson Square 
Medhodist Church 8 00 

Tuesday 8th 
Ecstatic Hour 8 to 9 pm, plus li ve 
fol k/ bl ues music. Chambers 
Street House. Free. 

Wednesday 9th 
The Green Banana Club in the 
Potterrow, 1 am licence. Free. 

Wargames (2) 
1.45, 4 50. 7.50 
Adolescent American computer 
freak finds himself playing an 
apocalyptic video game with a big 
fat Machine In Control. Crude and 
unprovocative view of the nu clear 
threat. 

Educating Rita (3) 
1.50, 4.55, 7.55 
Very funny adaptation of Willy 
Russell 's hit play . Starring Julie 
Walters and Michael Caine as 
Open University tutor and student. 
Could be a bit o f a busman's 
holiday, but you'll have fun 
spotting all those stereotype 
students and lectu rers . 

Filmhouse 
(228 2688) 
• One From The Heart 
Th ur 3rd-Sat 5th 6.00, 8.30 (Mat. 
Sat 3.50) 
Franc is Ford Coppola's flashy , 
styli sed romantic f i lm is a very 
personal evocation of the fast-
1 iv in g , escapist spirit t h a t 
characterised earlier Hollywood 
musicals. Independence Day Las 
Vegas is constructed in truly epi c 
neon studio sets, across which 
move Frederic Forrest, Teri Garr, 
Nastasia Kinski, Rau l Jul ia and 
some in tr icate dance sequences. 
But the music and the glitter lack 
the zest o f the fi lm's ancestors. 

The Great American Chase 
Sat 5th 2.00 
Well worth getting out of bed for: 
95 minutes of classic Warner 
Broth ers cartoons. Otherwise 
known as The Bugs Bunny / Road 
Runnier Movie. 

Pauline At the Beach 
Sun 6th-Sat 12th 6.00, 8.30 (8.30 
nly Sun , Mat Wed. 3.00, Mat Sat 
3.45) 
Eric Rohmer's new film takes place 
in summer on the Normandy 
coast , where a group of holiday 
makers play sexual games which 
end in tears and bitterness. 

Return Engagement 
Thur 3rd-Sat 5th 6.20, 8.30 (8.30 
only Thur, Mat Sat 3.00) 
We follow the chalk-and-cheese 
combination of Timothy Leary and 
Gordon L iddy around the 
campuses of America as they 
debate their country's values. Not 
so much Republican v. Democrat 
as Reactionary against Reaction . 

La Beaule du Diable 
1hur 3rd 8.30 
Intr iguing, witty 1949 adaptation 
of Faust, in a baroque setting. 
Made by Rene Clair. 

Gangsters 
Mon 7th 5.50, 8.20 
Part of the season of screenings of 
Brit ish TV dramas ('Once is not 
enough'). Set in Birmingham, 
Gangsters port rays a grim kind of 
Midlands underworld - racism, 
sexism, corruption and of cou rse 
violence - but at the same t ime 
strangely off beat. Quite unl ike 
any British crime series. 

Caley 
(229 7670) 

• Flashdance and Saturday Night 
Fever 
5.05, 8.45 
The fi rst is about a pretty young 
black stee lmill who works ina 
fema le dancer, o r someth ing like 
that. The second is a nasty, sord id 
tale of disco dancers in new York . 
A feast of muscular stockinged 
thighs and gyrat ing torsos. 

~· 

NOVEMBER 

3rd RUSS ABOTT'S MAOHOUSE 
6 pm & 8.30 pm £5.00 £4.00 

«) ·. lAYHOU§IE 
611, EDWIN HEATH - worlds 
foremost hypnotist £2.50 £1 .50 
19th MIKE HARDING £5.00 £4.00 £3 .00 
201h OZZY OZBOURNE £4.00 

18/ 22 Greenside Place, 
24th HOT CHOCOLATE £6.00 £5.00 £4.00 
26th ACCORDIAN 83 £3.75 £3.50 

Edinburgh EH1 JAA 27th EURYTHMICS £4 .00 £3.50 
26th ACCORDIAN 83 £3 .7 5 £3 .50 
28th Y & T and ROCK GODDESS 
£3.50 m advance, £4.00 on the day 

CINEMA DE CEMBER 
-

Friday 4th and N ovember 18th 6th TEARS FOR TEARS 
Halloween Ill -- £4.50 
programmes starts 7.00 pm 20th WHITESNAKE £4.50 
T,ckets £1 75 St udents £100 £5 00 £5.50 

31sl MARILLION £5.00 £4.50 
Saturday 5th and Fnda1/ 13th £4.00 
Halloween Ill 7.00 

24th February SI MPLE MINDS 

Late Night Sh ivers & Zombies 11 pm £4 50 
ANO MANY MN'iY MORE 

A TTRl,GTIONS 

BOX OFFICE 557 2590 
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• Haloween and Halloween 2 
From Sat 
A bit late to celebrate the actual 
night of sorcery; a double bill of 
horror. 

ABC (229 3030) 
Stayl ing Alive (1) 

1'.40, 4.40, 7.40 
John Travolta and Finola ~ughes 
in an exhibition of backbiting and 
acrobat ics. 

Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence 
(2) 
1. 40, 4.40, 7.40 
Japanese director Nagisa Osh ima 
has adapted an Eng lish short story 
in this attempt to explore the 
complex cu ltural reasons fo r his 
country's harsh treatment of All ied 
POWs du ring the war. Tom Conti 
in the t itle ro le, tries to understand 
these reason. David Bowie is the 
tough N ew Zealander who 
doesn't. 

Spacehunter (3) 
2 05, 5.05, 8.00 
Rough and tough (but likeable and 
fr iendly) oaf lands on a grim 
planet , over-inhabited by rubbery 
monsters , seeking three 
kidnapped women. This science 
fiction melodrama is shot in 30. 

Film Society 
Gold Diggers of 1933 and 

Mephisto 
Fri 4th 6.45, 8.30 
Venue: George Square Theatre 
Mephisto is an Oscar-winning 
German film about an actor in Nazi 
Germany who plays up to the new 
fascist regime simple because it 
seems to offer the best chance of 
advancement. Together with a 
lively musical set in the US 
Depression . 

Mon Oncle and An American in 
Paris 
Sun 6th 6.45, 8.50 
Venue: George Square Theatre 
The archetype to end the Jaques 
Tati season. His almost silent. 
labou red, appl ique techn ique of 
fi lm-mak ing can seem feeble at 
times, when it relies too heavi ly on 
inanimate objects , but always 
ho lds the atten tion until it is time to 
smil e. Shown with An American in 
Paris, starring Gene Kell y and 
Leslie Covor. Some unforgettable 
dance sequences. 

Les Biches and Weekend 
Wed 9th 7.10, 8.55 
Venue: Pleasance 
Two French New Wave f ilms from 
the 1960s. Les Biches focusses on 
human re lat ionships; Weekend is 
a cheerless study of social ev ils. 
Have fun. 

This Week 

DANCE UMBRELLA 
Tonight and Tomorrow 
Nov. 3 & 4 a1 8 pm 

MICHAEL CLARK 
Choreographer at Riverside Studios 

Nov. 5 at 8 pm and Nov. 6 at 3 pm 

AXIS DANCE COMPANY 
Edinburgh-based contemporary 
grOup 

(N.B. Sunday Nov . 6 at 3 pm no t 
8 pm as previously advertised .) 

All Sunday perfo rmances 'pay what 
you p l ease' and op en to the public. 

Live Mu sic in the Bar, T hursday, 
Friday and Saturday nig hts. 

Traverse Gall ery Exh ibit ion 

VALERI E H U NTER 
Open 1 O am-1 O pm Tues-Sun. 

Opens Next Week 

YOUNG PLAYWRIGHTS 
FESTIVAL '83 
Details and bookings from the 
Box Office, 112West Bow, 
Grassmarket. Edin. Tel 226 2633 
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Zulubeat ! 
King Kurt 
Beserk: 
Alastair 
Dalton 
heads for the 
plughole 

The Dance Factory s low, green porridge-like gunge which Zulubeat, and the wild Rockin' 
narrow confines and seedy, prompted a hail of flour , shaving King Kurt at the climax. 
squalid atmosphere were perfect foam and baked beans from the At the front , audience and band 
for the rat- infected , offal-covered crowd. seemed to merge into one over the 
sub culture promo/ed by that After all this, it was dis- incredibly low stage, a number of 
infamous band of flea-ridden appointing not to see the heavyweight bouncers con-
outcasts, King Kurt. Six men from appearance of some dead rats, or a tending with a constant flow of 
sleazy Clapham, South London , pigs head, as had been the case at people moving up between 
comprise this zany outfit, sporting a recent Bradford gig . Smeggy, Kurt's lead vocalist, and 
between them a range of mohican It was nearing midnight when the crowd. Meanwhile, amongst al l 
headpieces and playing in a the band reappeared , for a set this a large group accompanied 
mu sical style perhaps best remarkable for its frenzied the set throughout the bizarreanrl 
described as tribal (punk?) audience reaction as well as King frenetic movements, including 
rockabilly. Kurt's brilliant , raucous vitality , suitably tribal gesticulations on 

Their support act came in the which produced it. Underneath several songs, such as Do the rat 
form of an "a lternative" yards-of- the caked layers of flour, King Kurt and Blue Murder a· la Kurt. 
ale drinking contest organised by are an incredibly competent and Of an excellent set, Destination 
the band themselves: a mixture of variously talented band, offering Zulu/and, the single produced by 
beer and cider being poured in a so much in sheer raw energy that Dave Edmunds, is their most well 
bucket and then tipped into a you just have to appreciate it. known songs to date, and perhaps 
funnel which was stuck down a Launching immediately into it best epitomises the band's 
contestant's throat. Whether the Destination Zulu/and, their set limited mentality . While the disc 
hapless contender was successful consisted of a series of numbers itself plays backwards , its content 

i:, or not soon became irrelevant as sounding somewhere between combines a brashly improvised 
-" both he and the rest of the band, as Tenpole Tudor and Captain ethnic rhythm origin with the 
~ <Well as everyone in the immediate Sens I b I e , the high Ii g h t s vague premise that "Zululand" in 
.,: v1cin1ty, were then plastered with a predictably being their first single South London refers to the sink 
~ plughole .... Glug . Glug. Glug. g.---------------------------------------. "' u: 

The Swing Thing 
Tony Free joins Jazz Soc 

For far too long now I have been 
the youngest member of the 
audience at every jazz gig I have 
been to. For most of the audience, 
possibly because of their age , 1azz 
concerts seem intellectual 
exercises rather than sens:.;ous 
experiences. Jazz and blues are, in 
my opinion , the most sensually 
gratifying and vital forms of music. 

Up until the late ' fifties 
audiences at trad jazz concerts 
" had to be clamped down to their 
seats " , now they cla mp 
themselves down. The odd jerk of 
the thigh or tap of the foot is the 
most violent body movement to be 
seen. But this may be changing: 
there has been a reviva l of interest 
in jazz amongst young people, 
with clubs being set up in some of 
the major cities of England . and 
things are stirring in Ed inburgh. 

Th e Jazz Society has been 
formed to put on good jazz 
concerts in the University, and 
they are also holding jazz dancing 
classes, with other developmen ts 
in the pipeline. JazzSoc is working 
in Uai son with Platform, the 

organisational driving force 
behind much of the Scottish 
scene . Their first event was a 919 
by Sw'ing 82 in Teviot Park Room. 

The atmosphere was at first a 
little subdued, and I couldn 't help 
feeling that the Pleasance is a 
venue better suited for jazz . As the 
evening wore on it became more 
lively and people even started 
dancing. 

Swing 82 are , not surprisingly, a 
swing band, influenced especially 
by Hot Club swing. Their set 
contai ned old swing fa vourites 
and dance tunes of the per.iod, as 
well as a couple of their own 
composi t ions. They didn·t have 
the stage presence to totally 
captivate the audience, but they 
played music that was at worst 
merely competent and at best very 
enjoyable . 

As the band said, " It certainly 
wasn't the good old days," but 
there are high hppes that in the 
future the Jazz Soc wi ll provide a 
focal point for some fine music , 
ol d and new, in th e University. 

Your Paper Needs You! 
Student needs: 

"A KB news sub-editor 

"KB Correspondents 

"KB Sellers 

Contact 

The Editor, Student or 
D. Shankland, Promotions Director 

At 1 Buccleuch Place. 

Dr Blue Dr Who? A preview 
From his well-worn piano 

bench, Dr John has watched a 
long parade of musical fads and 
fashions pass by. In the 15 years or 
so since the release of his first 
album, Grls-Grls various styles 
have had their moments but the 
music bopping out of his heart and 
fingers has remained essentially 
the same: a heady brew of R&R, 
Gospel and Funk as smooth as a 
New Orleans night. 

• 
Time has not only mellowed Dr 

John's approach to his presenta
tion of what is a fusion of alt 
aspects of New Orleans music but 
has also improved the perception 
of his audiences. People now 
realise that the syncopated 
rhythms, voodoo trappings and 
snatches of Mard!s Gras French 
that spice his albums and shows 
are not a suburban poseur's 

attempts al exotica but rather the 
residue of a rich cultural tradition 
which has lived through early New 
Orleans jazz right through to the 
contemporary blues and rock 
greats. 

. . . and another jaundiced 
view of the passage of time 
from P. Anderson. 

Peter Hammil: His new Patience 
is relatively orthodox and 
derivative; however, the stage set 
con tains but two from this recent 
vin yl and hence proven material 
abounds: Port on, Empress , 
Jargon King, Last Frame .. Rock 's 
most demanding works are called 
upon and re-ena cted . Cast your 
mind back ten to 15 years to 
Lizard, H to He , Glass House, 
Passion Play - the VDGG idiom : 
familiar but as fresh as ever. 

As Crimson have resurfaced 
with new direct ion , energy , 
expression, through Fred Frith , 
Levin, Belew, so John Ellis 
rejUvenates an old trio : Hammill, 
Evans and Potter maintain all 
faculties. Hammill in fact has not 
aged; th e menace, ambiguity, 

in turn provokes, inspires. 
It's only a wee tour of cou rse, 

three Scottish dates consti tuting 
over half the itinerary - but th is 
was no halfhearted work-out -
more a remorseless two-hour 
onslaught to remind them it's 
business as usual. 

Hammill takes himself seriously : 
concentration , confidence , faith 
- these are not misfounded. 

To the uninitiated , however, it's 
all too difficult , brash , 
sophi~ticated , relen t less -
acquiring the taste, time and 
effort. Brush him off as an enigma 
following a host of golden 
daffodils. 

Well ... this was a St ranger, a 
man of the world . 

Dr John plays at the Caley 
cinema on 12th November: tickets 
cost £4 and are available from the 
box office and record shops. This 
is it , blues fans! 

selling th e package. Nie Potter's 
bass, distorted , throaty in those 
days was substituted for a 
characterless piffle - he no longer 
commanded from the rear bul 
rather stood to the side. The 
percussive Guy Evans on the other 
hand played his part : discipline IS 

not an end in itself , only a means to 
an end . 

A diverse but customary battery 
aided by sparse init ial use of syntn 
pops was well chosen , effective 
Tender Ellis himself took time to 
convince. but that said and done. 
Hammill found his guitarist the 
most striking component. 

____________________________ ,. authori ty has not left him, and he So the old quality maintained 
eh' But what of the new means of 

Fine . So he's stil l there. A labour 
for love. 
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ROBERT COATES 

celebrates the 

David Nice reviews SCO 
and SNO concerts. 

"Do they play as well as they 
look?" I remember reading about 
Katia and Marielle Labeque when 
they first rose to prominence and 
were relentlessly interviewed and 
photographed by the media. The 
image Is so successfully projected 
thatthese pop-stars of the concert 
platform are here to stay - at least 
tor a few years. The problem is the 
llmltatlons of the repertory they're 
actually suited to: a clanging 
metaffic brilliance and technical 
wizardry won't work in Brahms 
where they lack deeper insights '. 
For the concert with the Scottish 
Chamber Orchestra in the Usher 
Hall, however, when they played 
Poulenc's Concerto for Two 
Pianos, brilliance and wit were the 
only necessary attributes. So 
when Katia bounces and sings and 
flues in that artful way of hers, for 
once It isn't so irritating (had you 
not seen it before) and she 
becomes the Parisian cafe 
chanteuse the first movement's 
parodies suggest. In the Balinese 
rltomello which first emerges 
mysteriously after th is frivolity 
they did achieve an inwardness 
approached by quality of ton~ 
more than feeling: even pupils of 
Me11laen appreciate they can 't hit 
hard at everything. The SCO 
replied with humour and coolness 
and more seeming spontaneity'. 
James Conlon conducted them in 
two Mozart Symphonies, the 
Sturm and Orang No. 29 and the 
glowing No. 39, with a control that 
worked well for the slow 
movements of each, woodwind 
playing distingu ished throughout 
as always. 
. Bernard D'Ascol i's achievement 
•s perhaps more likely to last than 
the Labeques'. The fact that he has 
been blind since childhood is 
remarkable, but that would not be 
enough ; musical intuition and 
expression are in his case the 
more Intense for the disability. He 
can make something even of 

Chopin's Piano Concerto No. 1, a 
work in the Paganini display-piece 
mould. It can hardly seem better 
than it is, but d'Ascoli stripped 
away the self-indu lgent veneer of 
the larghetto leaving it strong and 
pure. The outer movements were 
similarly objective, if unexciting, 
although I long to hear him play 
something more substantial. 

The SNO Is quite justified in 
sleep-walking its way through 
what Berlioz called the "cold and 
almost useless accompaniment" 
of the concfrto, if it held energy in 
reserve for Nielsen 's Symphony 
No. 4. I had forgotten that Paavo 
Berglund is a Nielsen conductor 
quite as distinguished as Gibson , 
quite opposite in approach. He 
holds the structure together tautly 
- everything fits , no deta il lacks 
its effect. The 'inextinguishable' 
theme grows stronger, so that on 
its final appearance it is not merely 
a restatement of th e big fi rs t 
mov e m e nt statement. The 
symphony sounded, like a tragedy 
of Aeschy lus, both turbulent and 
impassive, primal energy distilled 
by Berglund to a granit e 
toughness. 

Sale Ends 
SAT5th NO\L 

Silver Crown 
This year represents the Sliver 

Jubilee of Edinburgh University 
Folk Song Society, a date so 
prestigious that a certain other 
institution has sto len it for their 
400th anniversary' 

EUFSS (or the Crown as it is 
now better known by) was formed 
in 1958 in the darkest catacombs 
of Sandy Bell's Tavern . Over the 
years, as the faithful have moved 
from premises to premises until 
resting at Lady Glenorchy's Hall , 
many names have risen to dizzy 
heights of fame. One of the first 
acts to be played , for a modest fee 
of £3 were The Corries , and others 
quickl y fo llowed. Jean Redpath , 
Silly Wizard and Plan xty have all 
trodden their path to fame through 
the Crown. Many of these early 
gigs are recorded both by our 

· resident analyst (and original 
member) Edgar Ashton , and by 
the School of Scottish Studies. 
and are still in excellent cond1t1on . 

The current activ1t1es of the 
Society portray both a zealous 
promotion of folk music and an 
active part1c1pation in University 

and ci ty Ille. l he active policy of 
the Crown is to encourage 
membership from outwlth the 
University. a line which 
discourages cliqueness and 
shows many students that there is 
life after graduation. In the past we 
have played for hospitals, charities 
and simply for fun 1n the pubs 
around Edinburgh. Many's the .,_..,...,._..,_ 

fearful bar tender on the invasion BONFIRE NIGHT 
of the guitar/fidd le/whistle armed 
barbarian hordes• Our close · T Q P 10 
connections with the School of 
Scott ish Studies (Hamish 
Henderson was one of our founder 
members) has been of mutual 
benefit, and we hope may 
continue to be so. 

To celebrate our next 25 years a 
bonanza of folk ,s being prepared 
for the uninitiated and folk veteran 
alike (4th and 5th November, look 
for the posters). I believe that our 
aim of spreading folk music and a 
little humanity (or drink) has been 
for 25 years at least successful. If 
you don't believe 1t, come and see 
us or even better, grab your vocal 
chords and Join us! 

Dedicated to Guy Fawkes. The 
only man to enter Parliament with 
good intentions. 

1 Elton John -Song For Guy 
2 The C lash - Londons 

Burning 
3 U2 - Fire 
4 Siouxsie and the Banshees -

Fireworks 
5 Doors - Light my fire 
6 Ruts - Baby/ons Burning 
7 The Move - Fire Br,gade 
8 XTC - Great F,re 
9 Killing Joke - Fire Dances 

10 The Police - / burn for you 

Compiled by Nik Ripping Records 
91 South Bridge, Edinburgh 

Jah Warriors 

Photo: Neil Dalgleish 

Duncan Mclean gets Misty-eyed in Teviot 
over some real roots reggae. 

It is very hard to write a review of 
a concert by Misty In Roots . On 
record their music is fairly easy to 
analyse, the lyres and melodies 
yielding without much struggle to 
cnt,cal listening: their essence 
soon comes through as being 
popular themes of warrior 
reggae (slavery, third world 
exploitation etc.) performed and 
produced in a manner more often 
associated with lovers· rock 
reggae Any such ana lysis 
becomes worthless, however, 
immediately the group star ts to 
play 1n a live situati on 

It 1s a common cl1che that this 
type of music 1s " hypnotic· This 1s 
an appropriate epithet to the 
extent that the insistent rhythms of 
the drums and second guitar, and 
the repet1t1ve bass lines. seem to 
communicate straight to the limbs, 
somehow bypassing the bra,n. 

and there induce an involuntary 
Jerking movement known as 
"skank,ng". What is less often 
pointed out is the extent to which 
the up-front parts of the sound, i.e. 
lead guitar, vocals, trumpet, also 
work on the listener rn a sub
conscious or hypnotic manner. 

The interplay between the three 
vocalists is fast and bewildering : 
harmonies, unison chanting and 
spontaneous shouts, as well as the 
usual solo s1ng1ng, have the effect 
of making the lyrics incomprehen
sible to the purely ob1ect1ve 
listener. But when the listener 
surrenders himself to the entire 
sound of the group and stops 
listening for sense tn the words 
alone, when he tries to hear the 
vocalists and soloists and rhythm 
section speaking in one voice. he 
can know exactly what every song 
" means". It 1s the tuning in to the 

·corporate soul " of the group that 
works on the listener in a way tha1 
could be called hypnotic : the 
music of MIR played 1,ve affecti 
the most open listener in a way 
that very few other groups can 
and that includes all the greatest 
names of rock past and present. 

So, although it was good to hea, 
new arrangements of old 
favourites like How Long Jah, 
Peace and Love and Sodom and 
Gomorra , the new songs were just 
as en1oyable. It should also be 
clear that on record their finest 
moment has been 79's Live at the 
Counter Eurovision, which comes 
closest to capturing the almost 
mystical atmosphere of their live 
g,gs 

I would agree with John Peel in 
descnb,ng a MIR concert as "a 
spintual experience 



I have lived in Edinburgh for just 
over three years now. Almost 
without fail once, sometimes 
twice, a week I have bought a 
custard pie from lrvine's Bakery 
which is opposite the Odeon in 
Clerk Street. It is probably that 
they are the best custard pies I am 
ever likely to eat. I come out of the 
bakery, and in one swoop remove 
the pie from the bag , take a bit out 
of it, crumple the bag into my coat 
pocket and cross the road. 

Many students will already be 
familiar with the series of short 
guides published as Fontana 
Modern Masters. They are eighty 
or ninety page essays on thinkers 
of the twentieth century, produced 
in a uniform format of garish op art 
covers. Now in addition to these 
come the Fontana Pocket 
Readers. Already publ ished are 
selections from the works of Karl 
Popper, Gandhi and C. G: Jung. 
Now we have one on Roland 
Barthes. 

The introductory essay has 
been written by Susan Sontag . 
She sees Barthes as an aesthete 
seeking multiple interpretations 
wherever he casts his gaze. He 
accumulates multifarious ·points 
of view and she thinks that for him, 
liberty is a state that consists in 
remaini ng plural, fl uid, vibrating 
wi th doctrine. In some ways the 
author of Against Interpretation 
makes Barthes less absurd, less 
asbaurd , less paradoxical and less 
sexual than he really is. My French 
is weak to say the least, but I can 
tell by comparing the original text 
that much of Barthes' lyrical 
flavour has been sacrificed for 
idiomatic clarity . But this is really a 
silly grumble because there was 
no other way. 

'Dare to be lazy' 
Barthes: Selected Writings 
Introduced by Susan 
Sontag 
Fontana 
(paperback £4.95) 

The book begins and ends with 
pieces on diary-writing . T,s is a 
good way of introducing the idea 
that he was a critic more 
concerned with writing than with 
criticism as we know it. Roland 
barthes bdcame well known in 
Britain with the publication of his 
Mythologies which came out in 
paperback in 1973. It caught the 
tail end of that generation who we 
are all led to believe took such 
intellectual risks with their ideas. 
That generation are now not only 
writers- intellectuals-teachers 
with fine job security constructing 
and deconstructing film theroeis , 
they are also lawyers, estate 
agents, organis farmers and so
called radical publishers . In many 
ways it is a shame that many 
people only know the Barthes of 
Mythologies . Susan Sontag has 
included the essays from that 
collection on wrest ling, the face of 
Garbo, striptease, the Lady of 
Camelias, Myth Today, and a few 
from a similar collection of 
magazine and newspaper articles 
published as The Eiffel Tower. It is 
worth quoting the last paragraph 
of his piece 'Myth Today' and 
remembering that he wrote it way 
back in 1956: 

After Mythologies he became 
known as the man who heralded 
The Birth of the Reader, which 1f 
need be would be followed by the 
Death of the Author. His goal was 
to shift the idea of a literary work to 
that of literature as work. Th is 
meant making the reader no 
longer a consumer but a producer 
of the text . Just as Barthes created 
a whole generation of writers 
when he wrote on how plots had 
ensured the intelligibility of a 
piece of cition and how interest ing 
effects could be produced by 
disrupting those expectations 
engendered by the narrative. Now 
we have a generation of critics 
who want to begin at the text and 
move out, not end at the text. I 
doubt 1f Tom Wolfe and the New 
Journalism in America were 
directly influenced by Barthes, but 
they are a good example of the 
blurring of the relationship 
between fiction and criticism, 
story and comment. · 

Above all , he wanted to awaken 
people to the fact that the text was 
not a line or words releasing a 
single 'theological meaning (the 
message of an Author-God) but a 
multi-dimensional space in which 
a variety of writings none of them 
original, blend and clash . 'He saw 
the text as a tissue of quotations 
drawn from many different 

The fact that we cannot manage to achieve more than an unstable grasp 
of reality doubtless gives the measure of our present alienation: we 
constantly drift between the object and its demystification, powerless to 
render its wholeness. For II we penetrate the object, we liberate it but we 
destroy It; and ii we acknowledge Its· full weight, we respect it, but we 
restore ft to a state which Is still mystified. it would seem that we are 
condemned for some time yet always to speak excessively about reality. 

cultural centres. Further, he says 
that the most readable writing 
allows a reader to place irony 
finally and with certainty. This is 
what he says, but it is not always 
what he does. Yet there can never 
really be cause to label Barthes as 
a hypocrite because of the way his 
queer, prankish, absurd humour 
leaps into play. He spends a lot of 
time telling us how to go about 
reading sighs 1n other people's 
works, but when it comes to his 
own the task of deciphering 1s not 
always an easy one. Once you look 
beneath surface it is hard to decide 
which level to stop at. What to take 
as being seriously intended and 
what to take as a game. Which sign 
is a symptom of which trait in the 
author's (reader's?) cultural 
background. Just how much is 
conscious and how much is 
unconscious. He would laugh at 
anyone who feels they have a duty 
to questions like these. 
Throughout his life he spread his 
interests. He found himself 
championing the cause of the 
nouveau roman and its prac
titioners like Alain Robbe-Grillet 
and Natalie Sarraute. However, he 
also wrote on Balzac, Michelet , 
Fourier , Flaubert, Gude , 
Baudelaire and Racine. Some 
critics like to think Barthes started 
out as a sort-of-modernist and 
ended up after accepting the new 
Chair of Literary Semiology at the 
College de France as a sort-of
traditionalist. This is cubbish. It 
makes him out to be an excluder in 
the ort hodox fashion. He never 
was. 

Whether we realise irot not most 
of us have for too long been ina 
steady relationship with one 
critical approach. He wanted to 
upset this for good. To encourage 
us to look around and have affairs 
with peculiar approaches. To taste 
and delight in them and above all 
never to be deferential or passive 
to any one for too long. We are all 
active writers and readers . All of 
us. 
He believed that people should be 
able to use whatever form of 
speech they feel is suited to the 
societh which they live in , and not 
have one foisted on them by a 
cent re outside. A person should 
have 

a reservoir from which he is free to draw, according to the truth of desire. 
This freedom Is a luxury which every society should afford Its citizens: as 
many languages as there are desires - a utopian proposition in that no 
society is yet ready to admit the plurality of desire. That a language, 
whatever it be, not repress another; that the subject may know without 
remose, without repression, the bliss of having at his disposal two kinds 
of language; that he may speak this or that , according to his perversions, 
not according to the Law'. 

No one who reads this can 
criticise Barthes for being blind to 
the politics of life. It 1s a clear 
analysis of that sad situation in 
which one form of language 
colonizes, dominates and spreads 
its power froma broadcasting 
centre. A centre which is also 
therefore the centre of power. 
Only when this situation no longer 
holds true can we approach the 
stage where (in his words), 'w rit ing 
makes knowledge festive.' The 
stage where power no longer 
seizes upon the pleasure of writing 
as it seizes upon all pleasure, to 
manipulate it and make of it a 
product that is gregarious , non
perverse, 1n the same way that it 
seixes upon the genetic product of 
love's pleasure, to turn it into 
soldiers and t19fltrers to its own 
advantage. 

Above all , he saw literature as a 
liberating exercise. In a diary entry 
published in the French journal 
Tel Quel a year before his death, 
Barthes wrote that 'Literature has 
an effect of truth much more 
violent for me than that of religion . 
By which I mean, quite simply, that 
literature is like religion .' But then 
he also said that he had an 
insoluble doubt as to the value of 
what someone may write in a 
diary . Ye he did choose to publish 
the fragment above. He lists again. 
in a characteristically sexual way, 
and says that diary entry could be 
used 

Einstein 'The unity of 
nature, the ideal possibility of a 
fundamental reduction of the 
world, the unfastening power of 
the word, the age-old struggle 
between a secret and an utterance, 
the idea that total knowledge can 
only be discovered all at once, like 
a lock which suddenly opens after 
a thousand unsuccessful 
attempts. The historic equation 
E•MC 2, by its unexpected 
simplicity, almost embodies the 
pure idea of the key. bar. linear. 
made of one metal, opening w,th a 
wholly magical ease a door which 
had resisted the desperate efforts 
of centuries.· (from Mythologies/. 

as a workshop for the exact language of the speech-act (and not of the 
speech itself), according to an enthusiasm and an application, a fidel ity 
of intention which greatly resembles passion: "Yea, my reins shall 
rejoice, when thy lips speak right things)) (Proverbs 23, xvi). Let us call 
this motive: amorous (perhaps even: idolatrous - I idolise the sentence). 

The works of Barthes are 
disjointed infinite 
fragments . . paradox . daring 

coquettish. systems ... non-
systems . haiku . 

At the very end of his life he 
announced his intention to write a 
novel. It never had a chance to 
happen. It was in Paris one day in 
February 1980. Barthes was 
present at a meeting of socialist 
po li ticians and intellectuals. The 
sort of meeting and panel 
discussion which had always 
bortd him. He left early. While 
crossing the wide street near the 
Coll ege de France he was run over 
by a laundry truck. He died in 
hospital on the 26th of March. 

Or was it a baker's van in a 
narrow street? 

Peter Kravitz 



Well Hard' Henry 
Katangas at the 
Queen's Hall. 

' I tried to smoke Coke . 
oul of my nose.' 

"It's Really Crucial Man" -
Penny Gibbons met Hooting Lenny Henry at the 
Queen's Hall , and Alison Archer talks to Allan Massie 
Writer in Residence at the University. ' 

Pink tong ue lolling, nose 
wrinkling until his cheeks meet his 
forehead , Lenny sand-dances 
across the·stage. In one and a half 
hours of exhibitionism. 

He hauls a shuddering girl from 
the audience, pale, fairhaired and 
giggling. 

Innocently: Sure you ain't got no 
Jamaican in you? 

Evil Leer· Would you like one. 
"Perspiring sex, he gyrates his 

hips and nibbles her earlobes 
·coming on strong ' as he parodies 
the would-be macho sex symbols 
in disco bands like 'Break-wind 
and fire'." 

The chin juts out cockily as he 
yells at a snap happy studen t in the 
front row; 'take as many photos as 
you like they'l l be negatives. ' He 
knocks the microphone, "Sorry 
Mike" , the joke is passed off, and 
he launches into " Nathaniel 
Westminster". 

ALLAN 
MASSIE 
Writer in 
Residence 

Allan Massie is in the second year 
of his two year contract as the 
Writer in Residence of Edinburgh 
University; the tit le 1s an intriguing 
one and I went along to find out 
what it meant and how he felt he 
was qualified for 1t. 

Massie started wanting to write 
at the age of 15, 'but it took a long 
time to get anywhere.' He comes 
from Aberdeenshire but studied 
History 'with much enjoyment' at 
Cambridge, where his writing , 
when he compares it to student 
work he he describes as 'utterly 
shameful'. He did not become a 
full-time writer until 1978 when he 
published his first novel: in 
between his student and 
professional writ ing , he taught for 
ten years at a prep school , taug ht 
English as a Foreign Language in 
Rome, and worked as a private 
tutor and journal ist. For several 
years he reviewed books, theaire, 
and television and was the 
Scottish Political correspondent 
for the Spectator and the Glasgow 
Herald. At the age of thirty he 
broke into print with a book of 
short stories which he seems now 
to be unable to write to order. 
"Some people can write both 
novels and short stories but I tend 
to spot fictional ideas' as novels 
rather than complet e in 

The puns come out thick and 
fast, and the material 1s all new 'I 
love 1mprov1sat1on' he says, and 
shouts for Alec. 'We need light 
over here Alec electrician. 
"Move the spotlight with me I'm 
not a moth". 
"Why you can only buy pink 
elastoplast?" he flings the question 
at the audience. 

Later I asked him about the 
crowd reaction. "I didn't do, 'Knock 
on Wood', because I didn't think 
there were " (he changes tack) 
this show 1s rock orientated, it's 
not for the theatre. I've been 
touring up and down the country 
in the univers1t1es and colleges 
and mostly the students at on the 
floor. This was much more formal. 
"It's Glasgow tomorrow night", he 
adds, "you go for a laugh and 
come back in stitches." 

In his dressing room Lenny was 
much more serious, tired, and 

themselves, as short stories. Also , 
once you are concentrating full
time on novels and perhaps some 
journalism. 1t 1s d1ff1cult to find the 
time to devote to short stones. ' 

Currently working on a general 
political and cultural book on 
Scotland, Massie has 1ust finished 
a novel One Night In Winter which 
is to appear early next year. Set in 
the north east of Scotland in the 
60's, it is about a man who is 
murdered by his wife and daughter 
and the effect this has on the 
narrator , a disi llusioned middle
aged antique dealer . ''I' m quite 
pleased wi th 1t " he says. "O f 
course one's writing is never as 
good as one hoped it would be: the 
novel just completed 1s never as 
good as the one about to be 
written . I think generally writers 
learn more fro,;{ their personal 
failures than from their successes. 
You cannot imagine unhappiness 
and despair unless you have a 
personal knowledge of them, and 
it is essential to be able to do that if 
you are to write anything good 
about real li fe." 

When asked about l1is personal 
development as a wri ter, Massie 
repl ies that he feels his range is 
quite narrow, and th is he has to try 
to conceal by picking different 
subjects . "My heroes and heroines 
tend to be the same sorts o f people 
- they drink, are somewhat 
ineffective, their civilisation is 
crumbling : which makes them 
fairly reflective types. I suppose I 
write social comedies with general 
polit ica l and social themes. " You 
must have a certain distance from 
your characters but also empathy 
for them. It would be nice to have 
a successful hero for once." 

Out of th e eight Scottish 
Universi ties, half have a resident 
writer , a post that can be made in to 
almost anything , and one that 

slightly irritable. 
I started my act at the age of 

sixteen, after I had been doing the 
fosters· That was well llkedThen I 
was picked from a team called' Six 
of a kind " The scriptwriter 
couldn't write for all six of us, so 
Dave and I were chosen. Then we 
needed another girl. We wanted 
someone who cou ld sing and 
dance and do everything. Tracy 
Ullman was the business I saw her 
at the Royal Court in London, and 
she was really funky We are going 
our own ways now. She has her own 
programme coming out soon, and 
I will have mine next year 

Our styles are really different , 
whereas she does close character 
study 'I know someone that does 
this. " I always make mine up, 
"Wouldn't 1t be funny if a dog cou ld 
talk I dunno someth ing like 
that I've always been liked, even 1f 
I was dying on my backside, 
people still liked me, they said 
'well ; 1t doesn't matter, he's nice' ." 

My favourite comedians are 
Richard Pryor, Steve Martin, Bill 
Crosby, Carrot! and Connolly and 
I like Alexe1 Sale's mannerisms. 

involves a great deal of reading and 
talking . He sees his function as 
commenting on and criticising 
work that 1s brought to him by 
students, 1n a more ob1ect1ve way 
than perhaps their friends might 
"There are two kinds of cnt1c1sm 
The first 1s the attitude that every 
text awaits d1ssect1on, examina
tion and 1llustrat1on The other 1s 
'working crit1c1sm·, which 1s from 
the pract1t1oner's viewpoint, where 
you examine the d1ff1cult1es the 
writer faces as he goes and how he 
can reach better and better 
solutions to them There's little 
other opportunity of receiving this 
kind of help. Editors won't give 1t 
until the writer 1s at a point where 
he doesn't need 1t anyway." Massie 
sums up his task as to 'advise, 
warn, and encourage - the last 
being the most important .' A 
previous resident writer felt that 
discouragement was the most 
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Are you filming the show 
We're doing a video for a show 

reel I'm taking to America. Gary 
Bird who DJ's for a black people's 
radio put my programme on the air 
and they liked 1t so much that 1t 
was repeated Next summer 
season I'm going to be " Media 
Man", but watch out 1985 -that's 
the last summer season I'll ever be 
good old variety comic Lenny 
Henry. 

'Cecil Parkinson, who res igned after gelling 
his secretary pregnant has admilled that he 
could have avoided a scandal ii only he had 
pulled out at the las t minute.· 

Are you continuing your rad io 
show? 
Well I've done 13 programmes 
over the past two years and I'm not 
doing any more 1ust one at 
Christmas, it'll be a chat show with 
records no sketches . My 
material 1s changing now, I've 
abandoned a lot of old characters, 
l ike Bellamy and Algernon, lhey 
are not necessary any more. 

I noticed you had a lot of material 
about your childhood 
Yeah, did you like it, I onl y started 

important aspect of the 10b - "and 
he had a point. One's degree is 
important.'' 

The general standard of creative 
writing he sees impresses Massie 
enormously , and he feels that 
these young writere are more 
aware of their aims than he or his 
contemporaries were A large 
proportion of what he reads 1s 
poetry, which some write as a form 
of therapy, coming to him merely 
for reassurance. His position is 
di ffi cult in these s1tuat1ons as he is, 
after all, here to criticise, which he 
has often to do with tact. "A 
general pat on the back 1s no good 
at all. Of course all writers want 
praise. My function 1s to provide 
some sort of direction, to persuade 
people to work on their writing, 
convince them that 1t can be 
improved with rethinking. Of 
course some people don't want to 
hear that. and I can sympathise 
with that.' ' 

"At this age people are more 
likely to be able to produce good 
poetry than good prose. because 
for poetry you need to kn ow about 
yourself and your feelings in 
relation to the inanimate world. 
whereas good fic tion demands 
some understanding o f other 
people which comes with- a wider 
experience of life, and fi c t ion of 
any size demands a developed 
sense of social relations and of 
different cu ltural assumptid'hs." 
He was presented with four or five 
novels last year. On average 
twelve students might come to see 
him each week; "Some come only 
very occasiona l ly , some often; 
some come once and I give the 
wrong response so they never 
come back, and some are just too 
shy to re turn ." 

In judging the work of others it is 
necessary to try and feel sympathy 
for the kind of work one would not 

that recently. I hate comics that 
say, "Do you remember when we 
were lads". But "Thunderbirds", 
that was the business . Do you 
remember "Space Patrol" and 
"Captain Scarlet ". 

" Playschool's" good too, only 
trouble is that they treat you like a 
four year old. 

I know children, let's take the 
hamster out of the micro-wave -
or .. Janet will show you how to 
make a dildo out of a squeeze 
bottle. 

I love ET: he looks like a 
hamburger. No wonder he says 
·aaaouch', when his goolies are 
dragging along the ground 

Where does 'katanga' come from? 
Well it's Swahili for 'shake', but I 
found out later 1t was a real word 
for a kind of fruit , I thought I had 
made it up. 

He went off to sign 
autographs. 

'Soviet authorities who sighted Bailey's 
Comet over Moscow have shot ii down tor 
invading Russian air space.' 

normally choose to read for 
pleasure, and years of reviewing 
should have taught this to Massie. 
His particular in terest is with the 
novel - with 20th-century f1ct1on . 
"There's not much a writer can 
learn about writing from the 19th
century novelists . Some novelists 
really teach about writing -
Evelyn Waugh, for examp le about 
economy, lucidity, and euphemy". 
Against his personal inclinations 
Massie finds himself reading much 
Science Fiction. It is possible to 
tell , sometimes, when a writer has 
been reading too much of another, 
or even when it would be useful to 
recommend a certain writer 

He feels that there are two chief 
values a course on creative 
writing; it should teach 
imaginative use of language and 
exploration of the relat1onsh1D 
between the mind and the world, 
and it should encourage better 
reading. Occasionally someone 
who takes the course may become 
a w riter, but the fact is that they 
would have done so anyway. 

Mass ie devotes half his week to 
his University post and any 
journalism , and the rest to 
whatever book he is working on. In 
the way he has just said is 
characteristic of writers, he thinks 
his best work so far may be his 
most recent . "al though I do have a 
great affection for my first novel , of 
course. which I still find very 
funny, although it wasn't a great 
success. My last novel was fun to 
write because 1t was about Rome. 
and my wife thinks that it 1s my best 
so far ." 

The Writer in Residence 
encouraged me to bring any 
writ ing I might do in for him to look 
at. ''I'm usuall y in about twice a 
week.'' 
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CI1YLINK 
You name the cities - we provide the links 

ABERDEEN• NEWCASTLE• BIRMINGHAM 
DARLINGTON• STONEHAVEN • DALKEITH 
MIDDLESBROUGH• PITLOCHRY • PAISLEY 
LEICESTER• KEITERING•CARDIFF • CORBY 
GAIASHIELS•MONTROSE•MANCHESTER 
LEEDS • NOTTINGHAM • CUMBERNAULD 
PRESTON• DERBY• MELROSE• INVERNESS 
BIACKPOOL •SHEFFIELD• EAST KILBRIDE 
DUNDEE •ARBROATH• JED BURGH• NAIRN 
HAMILTON• DUNFERMLINE• GREENOCK 
YORK• EDINBURGH•ELGIN•SUNDERIAND 
GIASGOW•CARUSLE• KIRKCALDY• PERTH 
G2 icc;•STIRLING•DURHAM•HULL n-
Scottish C1tyhnk takes you to 1us1 about every 
ma1orotyandtown 1n lheU K from all thema1n 
centres in Scotland - hke Aberdeen Dundee. 
Edinburgh. Glasgow Inverness and Perth So 
you ge1 a lot more choice. and a lot less hassle 

Our d1st1nct1ve blue and yellow coaches 
operate every day of the week. And they get 
you there and back at prices that make 

ScotllSh c,tyhnk travel very worthwhile 
Scottish Cltyhnk 1s Scotland·s new·look 

express coach service With modern well 
equipped coaches It's a pleasant way to 
make a tnp 

For information on places. prices and 
times. get ;n touch with your nearest Scoll1sh 
Bus Group company off1Ce or travel agent 

~SCOTTISH 
~OiNflOIMIK< 

Here, there and everyvvhere. 

FRESHERS 
WEEK 

DIRECTOR '84 
Did you : 

• Enj oy Freshers' Wee k" 
• Think it was wort h wh ile'! 
• Apprec iate the o rganisati o n? 

Do )Ou : 

• Think )OU cou!J o rgan bc.: it '? 
• Think )OU can rmprove 1t'.• 

• Wam a worthwh ile job for th e rc, t of the year'! 

Then apply to beco me Fresher,· Weck D ircc1or 1984 ' 
Get an app l11.:a t1o n lorm from th e A"'>l>ciation Off1cc., 

Closing date 'frik'-Y Lt .. t'ov ! 

The one with luxury 
coaches that take 

you from Edinburgh to London 
and back in comfort and style. Every day 

of the week. Day or Night. 
The one with extra pick-up points in 

this area-Bathgate, Dalkeith, Livingston, 
Penicu1k and some Border towns. And you 
get to London-or selected stops north of 
the capi tal 1f you wish-relaxed and happy 

What does all th is cost? Very little, 
indeed. For instance, Edinburgh to London 
costs only £18 return. 

So the next time you're heading for 
London-take the easy way out. Take an 
Eastern Scottish coach. 

Far more 1nfarmat1an and your local 
pick-up point, contact any Eastern Scottish 
company office or travel agent 

People going places go Scottish 
Eastern ~scoTT,sH 

LTERNATIV 

ROSPEC 

DITO 

I .a\! -~ ca 1 · .... i\ltt.:rnat 1\ c P ro ... pccl u ... \\ a ... co1h1Jc n:d t lie 
bc :-. t \Cl. II ~l>ll \\;till lo piodut..:c ~:-. good ,1 puht 1i..: .i t1011 

th en )<.n1'n: \\an1cU . 

App lica tion fo rm , at EL SA Offi ,·,,, (unde r the do me) . 

C loo.,i ng datr: \\ cd nr,d a~ . 9t h , 0H· 111 hcr. 



LACROSSE 
on Saturday 22nd October t ria ls 

for the Scottish Universities 
lacrosse team were held at 
peffermlfl. A squad of 16 was 
picked and although th e 
competition was tough, nine 
members from Edinburgh 
UnlvertllY were selected. 
The llrtl match the Scottish 
Universities side will play ls , on 
l9lh November at Helenvale in 
Glasgow. This year the BUSF 
Lacrosse Tournament is being 
Jllld 1, Pet1erm111. 

EDINBURGH FOOTBALL 

Back on the sun-kissed 
Gorgle turf after a three, 
week absence, Hearts got 
back on the winning trail 
on Saturday accounting 
for St. Johnstone with a 
formidable first half 
display. As a result, they 
go Into this weekend's 
local derby in a buoyant 
mood with wht con
fidence of a four-point 
cushion over arch rivals 
Hlbs. 

More significantly, the 2-0 
victory, Hearts second of the 
season over the men from Perth, 
marked a timely return to form by 
John Robertson, whose name has 
been missing from the score-sheet 
since September 17th. Lest any of 
you forget, II was Robertson 's 
razor-sharp finishing which 
swung the last Hearts v. Hibs 
match In the Maroon's favour. 
After a lean spell recently, the 
youngster reclaimed the limelight 
with a brace of goals against the 
Saints as Hearts recorded their 
sixth win of the campaign with a 
solid, efficient performance. 

Times certainly have changed 
as regards the recent fortunes of 
these two clubs. When they met at 
Mulrton In April , St. Johnstone 
won 2-1 and went on to pip Hearts 
for the First Division Champion
ship, with the Edinburgh club 
having to settle for the second 
promotion place. This season, In 
contrast, the boot has been on the 
other foot, with Hearts winning at 
Perth on the opening day of the 
season and going on to establish 
themselves firmly In the top half of 
the table, whfle the Saints had to 
wait until a fortnight ago to 
register their first points and can 
ttlU claim to be the strongest team 
In the division by propping up the 
other nine. 

The gulf between the teams was 
made evident on Saturday, as 
Hearts wrapped up the match 
within hall an hour. Like their 
counterparts at Easter Road had 
done a week earlier, Hearts' fans 
were already looking ahead to the 
clash with their old foe, and not 
even recurring chants of 'Bring on 
the Hlbees' could galvanise the 
visitors Into threatening the Hearts 
goal. 

Indeed Henry Smith, whose 
nallonality has been proved to 
Jimmy Greaves beyond reason
able doubt, had a quiet afternoon. 
Hit opposite number Mike 
McDonald was less fortunate· he 
COnc:eded a thirteenth ml~ute 
penalty lo Robertson and was 
unable lo prevent the same player 
heading home a Park corner a 
quarter of an hour later. Only the 
Wood work kept Hearts at bay as 
Bone's drive crashed against the 
bar. 

Heaven knows there should 
have been more goals, but the 
homesters were not called upon to 
fire on all cylinders. With the 
forthcoming showdown at Easter 
Road approaching, they will have 
been wise to hold something In 
reserve. Hlbs, on the other hand 
Will not relish the prospect oi 
facing Robertson so soon after 
losing five goals to Celtic. The . 
Slackness which cost Pat 
Slanton ' s men so dar at 
Tynecastle in September was 
again evident at Parkhead on 
Saturday. Having said that Hearts 
defence will be unde; con
~derably more pressure from the 

aSler Road spear-head of Irvine 
~nd Thomson. 11 should be a 
ascfnatlng match, can you really 

•fiord to miss It? 

z ANDREW TEMPLETON 

RUGBY 

1st XV O; Old Aloysians 7 

The game transpired to be hard 
and phys ica l, pl ayed at ti mes in 
ex treme l y wi n dy and w et 
conditions. 

During much of the first half the 
University side pressurised the 
Old Aloysian line, but failed to 
turn this into points . On the rare 
occasion that the opposition 
managed to play outside their own 
half they did not pose any threat. 
With a half- time score of 0-0 we felt 
sure that we could win our second 
league game. 

Within a few minutes ol the 
restart , w elost left wing K. 
Hannaford because of a back 
injury. S. Farrell moved from 
flanker to the wing , reducing the 
pack to seven in number. This 
meant that it could no longer 
dominate the opposition, and they 
now began to play more 
assert ively . They played mostly in 
our ha lf, and their sustained 
pressure was rewarded with a 
penalty which they successfully 
kicked to take a three-point lead. 
Stout Edinburgh defence 

EDINBURGH 
UNtVERSITY MOTOR 

CLUB 

HALLOWEEN 
TREASURE HUNT 

The Motor Club's f irst 
treasure hunt of the year 
was held on Sunday 30th 
October. 

The intended route was g iven 
out at the start and took the form o f 
road-rally t y p e cl u es. 38 
observat ions were required to 
avo id accumulating penalties, 
including o ne rather devious clue 
f ind the map reference of the Lotu ; 
Cortina (covered by a tarpaul in) 
situated somewhere al ong the 68 
miles route. As well as penalties 
f o r mis s ed o r i n co rr ec t 
observations, one penalty point 
was also awarded for each mi le 
travelled on either side of 10 per 
cent of the target mileage. 

Organiser Archie Bell achieved 
EUMoC fame by making two small 
(significant?) mistakes in th e route 
instructions, but these were soon 
disc overed by the winning 
navigator, and corrected at the 
start. 

The event went ahead very 
smoothly and included a half way 
stop for lunch in Gifford. Those 
who took the trouble to turn up 
were rewarded w ith a very 
en joyab le d ay's co mpeti t io n . 
However, the highl igh t of the day 
was not to occur unt il later on in 
the day when it was time to hassle 
the organ iser as the results were 
announced at KB Un ion. 

Those of you in terested in the 
Motor C lub's activities might like 
to turn up to one of the informal 
meet ings on Tuesday nights in the 
Gold Meda l Tavern from 8.30 
onwards . Alte rnatively come 
along to the Autotest /PCT I Rally 
driving instruction class in the 
Appleton Tower (Tutorial room 6) 
on Wednesday 9th November, or 
the Autumn Autotest on Sunday 
13th November. 

preve nted Old Aloys1ans fro m 
go ,ng further ahead. With 15 
m i nut es to go , flanker A 
Carruthers was sent oil fo r 
knocking out one of th e 
opposition props . This wa s, 
indeed , a harsh decision by the 
referee, since there had been more 
than tolerab l e provocation 
throughout the whole game. For 
the remainder ol the game the 
pack played with six men and 
managed to ho ld their own. 
Indeed, they managed to launch 
a few skirmishes into the 
opponents' ·22·. In th~ last minutes 
captain I. Stevens led a forward 
drive that, but for a dropped pass, 
would have resulted in a try. In the 
resulting scrummage, H. Ritchie 
took another against the head, and 
the bal l was moved out our back 
line. However, play broke down in 
the centre ol the fie ld, and Old 
Aloysians managed to flyhack the 
bal l through to our li ne and get the 
touchdown to score the only try of 
the game. The conversion attempt 
failed and the final whistle blew 
with Old Aloysians the victors by 
7-0. 

EUHC 4; St Andrews Unlv. 1 

Upon the manly cry of " Okaaay 
. .. yaah". EUHC's 1 st XI "drove" 
into Nicklaus and Trevino land to 
maintain their unbeaten universi
ties record with a 4-1 victory over 
St Andrews University. 

Captain John - "Honest , lads
it wasn't the beer but an old head 
inju ry" Peplow secured a famo us 
doub le fi rst by crashing in the 
Uni 's first goal then crashing out 
fi rst on the coach trip home. 

Ed inburgh began the match 
shaki ly and were lucky indeed to 
be o n level terms at the in terval 
after a first-half disp lay best 
de sc r ibed as Preca r ious, 
Apathetic, Pretentio us (PAP). The 
onl y highlight of the ha lf being 
Peplow's "I was only tryi ng to 
deflect it" equa liser which fai rl y 
bulged the saints ' onion-bag. 

Inspired by this (or perhaps the 
bri l inat half-time substitution) 
Ed inburgh emerged a transformed 
side to tota ll y dominate the 
second half. Goals soon arr ived 
from " Pint " Mc l eod, "Roger" 
Galloway and Co lin Abraham who 
scored despite a valiant last-ditch 
tackle fro m Mcl eod o n behalf of 
the by now beleag uered St· 
Andrews defence. 

And so ended the game, but the 
night was sti ll young and as a 
" moon" appeared ou tside the 
Tud or Tavern to accommoany the 
moon in the sky, the third " half" 
began. After a long night of 
" partaking" the only business left 
was the fo rm al "initiation" of the 
freshers when Ash ley Whitcome's 
accurate square balls on th e 
hockey field were replaced by sore 
ones oil it, due to his failu re to 
break into song, despite a " po lite" 
request from the "old- timers" . 

And so, as the coach split the 
veil of darkness, as it wound its 
homeward path, and the sweet 
music of the "nightingales" 
blended with the c3ptain 's groans, 
the day drew to a close - with the 
men's hockey 1st XI eager in 
anticipation of more glory in the 
form of a hat- trick of University 
Championships . Squatt 

FRESHERS RUGBY 
The three first year 

games played in the past 
week might be said to be 
akin to Pollock refectory 
eggs - almost wholly un
successful saved from 
total ignominy by the odd 
pleasant exception. 

The first part of this trilogy saw 
the Freshers rocking up in the 
granite city of Aberdeen for what 
proved to be an intriguing contest 
with our university cousins. Once 
booted and spurred , the lads were 
transported out to the devilishly 
pronounced Seaton Park , where 
what with Hallowe'en looming 
ever closer and the oft-repeated 
Aberdeen war cry of "Let's rise 
again " echoing eerily through the 
trees, some observers could be 
forgiven for thinki ng that there 
were even st ronger forces afoot 
than our captain 's magnet ic 
personality. 

Happily, such fears were 
speedily exorcised by a controlled 
opening period which saw S. 
Burns score an excellent 
individual try and slot a soaring 
penalty goal. However, having 
attained such heights things 
started to lapse somewhat. The 
Edinburgh full back, who shall be 
nameless, obviously decided to 
pay his respects to the touring 
New Zealand side by reminding 
everyone of that celebrated Kiwi 
cricketing close-catched Lance 
Cairns - the resulting attack of 
dropsy allowed the opposition to 
c law their way back into the game 
and the half-time score of 15-9 
remained as static as one of the 
adjacent o il rigs for the rest of the 
match. It must be said 1n the side's 
defence that Channel 4 played a 
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Sport 
la rg e part in ,ts downfall - witho ut 
all th at exposure to American 
football. 1t 1s doubtful whether 
p layers would have caught th e 
damaging habit of throwing the 
ball down once over the try line. 

With the senior teams both 
achieving highly c r editable 
victories , departure time was 
delayed somewhat , one result 
being that the club treasurer will 
be hard pressed to squeeze future 
subscriptions from most of 
Aberdeen 's barmaids ; it also 
ensures that John "Singing ,n the 
Rain " Peters should have no 
difficulty in gaining a maior 
recording contract when his 
appetite for the game begins to 
wane in the latter half of the next 
century. 

After such a climactic trip , the 
Freshers might have been excused 
another off day at the weekend , 
but perversely romped to a 34-6 
victory against Cartha QP. The 
Vandals unfortunately failed to 
capture their best form , despite 
the leadership of Dave "We did ·em 
at Alamein " Montgomery, one 
possible reason being that half the 
usual side were practising with the 
OTC for the storming of the SRC 
general meeting on Monday. A 
worrying lack of communication 
which was obviously engendered 
by the present season of Jacques 
Tati's silent films at the Film Club, 
and the presence of an ambulance 
on the touch line for the game's 
duration , did not improve matters , 
and helped ensure that Edinburgh 
Wanderers triumphed by the 
margin of an extremely generous 
lady ' s chest measurement. 
Hopefully those who missed 
training last week because ol the 
clocks going back will reappear 
this Thursday, and help ensure 
that such a debacle will not occur 
again. Rob Kitson 

THE WEEKLY SHINTY REPORT 

Destination Perth. On their first away fixture of the 
season, the University shinty team were seriously 
hampered by adverse weather conditions in the old 
grey city by the Tay. Intense cold and snow six inches 
deep shrunk all extremities and often obscured the 
ball. 

encouraged by last week's match, shrugging off the cold the lads took 
to the pitch, heads held high. Lacking support from h~me we were 
further intimidated by the large local crowd, which often spilled onto the 
pitch. An uneventful first half was further marred by the vic ious attack on 
our centre forward, " Sticks" Leys, resulting In his stretchering-off with 
suspected broken legs. The Tayforth team, mostly rejects (graduates) 
from Edinburgh University, tried all the tricks In the book, but despite 
unfriendly conduct, were unable to make much headway. 

In the second half, the game snowballed. Exciting dribbling from 
" Slugger" Craig left the crowd standing open-mouthed. After our first 
goat, expertly taken on the full by "Gnasher" Woods, the action never 
ceased. Tayforth, frustrated by the goalkeeping skills of Edinburgh's 
other American, " Homerun" Wlghtzman, resorted to ugly tactics, 
resulting In the felling of the superstar, "Clubber" Grasslck - a serious 
blow to the team which required 23 stitches. However, alter celebrations 
of the 5-1 scoreline, we returned home in a very happy state. 

This week's vote of thanks goes to Adamson's and their bus driver, 
whose tolerant attitude on the Journey to and from Perth In the far north 
of Sc~tland, was greatly appreciated. See you soon - oh, and try the 
shlnty quiz below. RHURIG MHEADHION 

THE SHINTY QUIZ 

GREAT PRIZE TO BE WON! 

(answers next week) 

1. Who captains the Edinburgh University sh inty 
team? 

2. How many 0-gr-ades does one need to play shinty? 
3. Which Edinburgh Univers ity team was not beaten 

by any other university team last year? 
The first correct answer recieved in the 'Student' 
offices will be awarded two FREE tickets to our next 
home game. This competition is open to all students 
over the age of isx, except members and employees of 
the University shinty team or their relatives flatmates 
or friends . ' 

BADMINTON 
On Saturday the University 

Badminton Team travelled to 
Rlccarton to play Heriot-Watt in 
the first of the Scottish University 
League matches. 

Edinburgh started well by taking 
three of the four singles games, 
but Heriot-Watt came back to take 
two men s' doubl es gam es. 
However, Edinburgh clinched a 
victory by 8-4 by winning three of 
the four mixed matches. The win is 

an encouraging start to the season 
in a league which promises to be 
very competitive. 

The University team will play SI. 
Andrews, Dundee and Aberdeen 
in the next few weeks, while also 
continuing to compete regularly in 
the local Lothian leagues. Th e 
mixed te~ms have won and lost a 
match so fa r, but the mens teams 
are producing winning results. 

RACHEL FOWLER 



• Ken Shoji 
Senior President 
"Well, I suppose I like Channel 4, 
well I would, wouldn't I, because 
l'ma minority. Having said that I 

think the political balance of 
some of the programmes tended 
to be ... perhaps a bit biased. 
But I th ink that makes it more 
interesting - you're actually 
watching programmes that you 
know, you can fell - they have a 
certain political oine, which 
doesn't come across in any of 
the other Channels. They've put 
on some imaginative pro
grammes, especially films ... 1·m 
looking forward to seeing 'The 
Ploughman's Lunch' th is week , 
oh, and the Draughtsman's 
Co.ntract wa also very good as 

·well. 
I don·t like their Channel Four 

News. I think that drags on, and 
isn't concise enough. Thing like 
'Black on Black' were interesting 
at first , but then it got a bi t, well, 
patronising I suppose." 

• Graham Sproule 
Graduate 
"Never watch anything else. 
have a strong sexual attraction 
to Sarah Hogg Also Maggie 
Thatcher - she's on it a lot as 
well. This community 
programme stuff means nothing 
to me. the main reason, as I said, 
1s Sarah Hogg " 

• Nameless Student 
"Channel 4 I watch the -
"Worst of Hollywood" The news 
programmes er, the Marxist 
series they had on was quite 
good I don 't watch 1t much . If I 
do watch 11 , I have a look 
through papers, and 1f there's 
something on I want to watch, 
then I sit down and watch 11 I 
don 't watch any of the series on 
it - Brookside, and things like 
that - it's trash . The channel as 
a whole is useful , well, 1t does 
take a different line on a lot of 
issues - it 1s more radical than 
established networks. It's nice to 
see a more radical Channel" 

FOR SALE 

GUITARS FOR SALE: Excellent 
cond1t1on Fender acoustic -
£110. Pro.martin electric 6-string 
with hard case - £135. Carlsboro 
St1nray Bass Amp Combo 100W -
£150. Contact Pablo Robertson 
6671011 ext 4471. 

FOR SALE: Brand new ladies 
large bicycle Genuine reasons for 
selling , complete with all 
accessories - £65 ono. Phone 229 
2147. 

FOR SALE: Triumph 6T6 Mk 1 
Sports Car 1967. Long MOT. wire 
wheels. overdrive. No rust. £350 
ono Phone 332 3195. 

WANTED: DESPERATE Starting 
Handle for Citroen Visa . 

Tel; 031 -667 5718. 

• Anne 
Mike Conway's Secretary 
"There are quite a few 
interesti ng prog rammes on it -
quite a few more than the BBC 
o r TV at times. I've enjoyed one 
or two of the films - I don't 
watch it th at much really. There 's 
nothing that I watch all the time, 
it's just the odd programme 
really ." 

• John McKay 
Student.Cartoonist 
" I think that Channel 4 was a 
good chance to do something 
different , but unfortunately it's 
still financed by a large 
corporation . It's also determined 
in its editorial policy by the 
Government , and the 
Government outcires. Its original 
intentions and its original 
content when its first set out 
were in fact a lot more exciting 
than it is now. It 's fallen into a 
rather trendy little rut of being 
the radical programme for the 
thirty-five year old hippies. And 
for those who like to think they 
know about youth cu lture, or 
alternative culture." 

• Jeff Howitt 
Student 
" It's a lot of middle-class crap." 

• Toby Porter 
Student, Graphics Man for 
Midweek 
" I'm trying to think of something 
constructive, to say . I though t 
'The Switch' was unbelievably 
um .. hyper-trendy-pretentious, 
do you know what I mean? I 
really love those nostalgic films, 
like they always have on BBC 2 
on Sunday afternoons . All the 
quiz shows try much too hard, 
and as a result they all fail. I was 
under the impression that it was 
quite left for a commercial 
station , which is quite good . 
means 1t 11 must be run by a 
whole load of capitalists 

It's for Guardian readers " 

• Mark Smith 
National Affairs Convener, SRC 
'Tve actually got no views 
whatsover on Channel 4 No, 
well , I qu ite like some of 1t -
obviously 1t JUSt appeals to the 
trendy-lefty Hampstead heath 
types. you know It's a sort of 
BBC 2 type thing - definitely an 
intellectual thing I don·t think 1t 
really appeasl to the masses -
the scum on the streets. It's a left 
wing, but I don't think it's Labour 
Party, you know what I mean?" 

Patrick Evans 
Student 
"/ wouldn 't work for them." 

PERSONAL 

LOST OR STOLEN: 1n Teviot Row 
Foyer, Thursday •lunchtime, a 
ladies purse If found, tel Jenny 
225 5625. If stolen. I hope you're 
ashamed of yourself. 

WORLDWIDE PEN FRIENDS: 
choose countries, sex, age , 
language. Free details: Box 6896 
Thousand Oaks, Cal1forn 1a 91359 
USA. 

STUDENT CAMPAIGN FOR FAIR 
VOTES. 
The Campaign for Fair Votes 1s an 
all-party, no-party campaign for 
the introduction of a proportional 
representation election system in 
Great Britain For anyone 
interested in forming a student 
campaign there will be a meeting 
at 1 pm, Friday November 4th in 
the Chaplaincy Centre, Seminar 
Room 2 . 

PORTRAIT 
OF 

GRAHAM 
WEIR 

READING 
100 years of H,bs - not sure who wrote ,t 
Edge Apache Death not sure who 
wrote 11 
Pan1agruel - Rabela,s 
Back of Domestos Bottel when on 1011e1 
{also front 1f a 91b Job) 
Miss Sadie S1ern monthly 
Way of the World - column 1n the Daily 
Telegraph 

MUSIC 
Anything by Cole Porter 
Anything by George Gershwin 
Anything by Tom Waits 
Cypress Avenue· by Van Momsen 
A1n t nobody here but us chickens Louis 
Jordan 
·whodunn1 t?' - Tavares 
January" - PIiot 
Say 1t ain't so, Joe· - Murray Head 
'Kiss and say goodbye· - Manha\lans 
My all time favourite ,s "The Ballad of Seven 
- Ni l (Bye-bye Jam Tarts) which any H1bs 
fan will sing at the drop ol a ha t 

FAVOURITE WORDS 
Melon 
Ameliorate 
Sonorous 

ARRESTS 

•• 
Threatening behaviour with a firearm 
(case dismissed). Breach of the Peace at a 
H1bs v Rangers game (charge dropped) 
Aiding a bicycle without lights (Fined 
£10) 

FOOD 
Kashmir1 
Chinese 
lce•cream 

POETS 
A E Houseman 

ARTISTS 
Caspar David Friedrich 

FILMS 
National Lampoon Animal House 
The Long Good Fnday 
Taxi Driver 
Freaks 
A,ng ol Bright Water 

MAGAZINES 
The Spectator 
The Face 
Harpers & Queen 
Searchlight HEROES 
Campus Sena tor Joe McCarthy 
Pmate Eye Enoch Powell 

Lenin 

ACTORS 
Kenneth W1ll1ams 
Robert Vaughan 
Rondo Hatton 
Ernest Tues1ger 

BOOKS 

Robin Hood 

The Whip & The Rod Prof A F Van 
Yelyr 
And Quiet Flows The Don M1lha1I 

Sholokho" 
Lowe, Than Vermin· Dornford Ya les 
Bndeshead Revisited Evelyn Waugh 
·Ac111onaltsm In Politics Michael 
Caksholt 
Any Sherlock Holmes Sir Arthur 
Conan·Doyle 
Any BIiier Bunter Frank Richards 
Anything by R Hon. J Enoch Powell MP 
'The Pohllcs 01 Thatche11sm· Marxism 
Today 
Debreu s Etiquette and Modern Manner• 

D 

• 
POLITICS WORRIED ABOUT 

Feudahst 
Denms N1lssen 
H1bs prospects 
My piano playing 
Acne 

HATES 
Students 
Student polllics 
H1pp1es 

Victorian morahty 

Moustaches 
LOVES 
Milk 

Science F1ct1on 
Dundee 
Onions 1n my mince 
Matthew Kelly 

The Hop 
Funk 
H,bern,an FC 
Leather wear 

Bad Grammar 
Degenerate lefties 
The st 1mey guy in Bucks Fizz 
The 'Barra! Homes· guy 
People who claim they·ve been arresled 

ARRESTS 
What d1a you want to go and bring that up 
!or? I've served my debt to soc,ety' How 
was I to know she was only thriteen? And 
anyway the sheep was disguised etc etc 

MUSIC 
Swan Lake - Tchaikovsky 
The Planets - Holst 
The Four Seasons - V1vald1 
Gregorian Chant 

• • 
Dock ol 1he Bay - Otis Redding 
Johannesburg - Gtl Scott-Heron 
The first 11me ever I saw your face - Roberta 
Flack 
Lets sta rt 10 dance again - Hamilton 
Bohannon 
Sex Machine - James Brown 
It dread inna 1nglan (for George Lindo) -
L1nto Kwes1 Johnson 
The Sweetest Gtrl - Scn1t1 Pohlll 
Love Y KO - Teddy Pendergrass 
Anything by Combo V1t10 

AbsoMJtely anything by Graham Weir 

LIKES 
Remembrance Day 
H1bern1an FC 
Full Moons 
Paradox 
Br1ta1n 
parties N1ghtlde 
Lost innocence 
Not having to get out of bed 
Edinburgh 
Hum1l1ty m great people 
Joie De V1vre 
Donkeys 

DISLIKES 
People whO refuse to ha"ve their pre
conce.ved notions chattenged 
People with no sense of their own 
absurdity 
Peop 1e with no sense of humour 
Po-laced hacks who put politics before 
people 
The National Union ol Sludents (see all of 
above) 
S0c1al1sm & l1berahsm 
What the Edinburgh Urnvers1ly authont1es 
did to Goerge Square and environs m the 
name of progress 
Hearl ol M1d101h,an FC 
The EEC 
Bananas 

AMBITIONS 
To fall 1n love 
To die happy 
To be lorg1ven 

. . . : ... : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : ... : . : .. ..... : ......... : ............... ·. ·. ·.·. ·. · ... ·.·,·.········································~····· 

OF COMBO VITTO 

FILMS 
Any ·carry on· l1Jm 
Musical at all 
la Ronde Max Ophuls 

'The Producers Mel Brooks 
Birth ol a Nat,on - Can I remembef 
directo, 

HEROES HEROINES 
Me Nas1ass1a K ~ 

William 1he Conquerer Selina Scott 
J s Bach Jenny Lemk'1· 
Blondel leshe ASh 
Zero Mastel Kim w,1de 
Douglas Sm11h Noele Gordon 
Whoever invented K1bulls1m· Millie Jackson 
Falstaff 

NOT WORRIED ABOUT 
,AIDS 
Nuclear tlolocaust 
Cheque book 1ournat1sm D 
John Greig s career 
Video nasties 

TV 
Sgt B1lko 
Current Affairs Programmes 
C1v1hsat1on 
The Friday Allernattve 

QUOTES 
'·Know Thyself 
'Do unto 01hers belore they do unto you 

PORTRAIT 
OF A 

"FASCIST" 

•• 
Douglas Smith 
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